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Summary 
 
This  thesis  presents  the  investigation  into  the  fatigue  crack  propagation  and 
delamination growth of the Fibre Metal Laminate Glare stiffened by external titanium 
straps. This phenomenon is studied for constant amplitude loading, which is significant 
for fatigue loading of aircraft pressurized fuselages. 
The objective of the study is twofold: First, to obtain a clear understanding and detailed 
characterization of the effect of external stiffeners on the failure mechanisms in Glare 
under fatigue loading and second, to obtain an accurate prediction model for fatigue 
crack propagation in panel of Glare stiffened by external stiffeners, accounting for fibre 
bridging and delamination.  
 
This investigation covers the theoretical analysis of the crack growth phenomenon and a 
complementary experimental programme to support and validate the prediction models, 
which are mainly based on the prediction model for flat panel developed by Dr. Ir. R.C. 
Alderliesten. 
 
Fatigue crack growth experiments have been performed on three types of Centre Crack 
Tension  specimen  made  of  Glare  3 5/4 0.4,  with  different  symmetric  titanium  strap 
geometries. The first type consists of bonded straps at the edges of the specimen, to 
investigate the effect of a crack approaching stiffeners. The second type consists of 
intact  straps  bonded  over  the  fatigue  crack  to  investigate  the  bridging  effect  of  the 
straps, while the third type consists of central straps which are cracked together with the 
fatigue  crack  in  the  FML.  This  type  is  investigated  to  understand  the  effect  of  the 
additional load from the cracked straps on the fatigue crack in the FML substrate. To 
make a proper correlation, tests have also been performed on these three specimen types 
with a monolithic aluminium substrate, to distinct the FML fatigue mechanisms from 
the monolithic aluminium behaviour.  
 
An introduction to Glare which points out its characteristics and properties is provided 
in chapter 1. Given the fact that the Glare has been developed for application under 
fatigue  loading,  a  brief  overview  of  the  damage  tolerance  design  philosophy  is 
presented  in  chapter  2,  focusing  the  attention  on  the  crack  stopper  structures.  The 
development  of  the  crack  growth  prediction  model  required  the  basic  tenets  of  the 
Mechanic of Linear Elastic Fracture, which are described in chapter 3. 
 
The experimental programme is presented in chapter 4. The specimen’s geometries and 
the manufacturing process are illustrated together with the description of the fatigue 
testing machine. The measurement techniques used in the test programme are described 
in detail. 
 
The  analytical  crack  growth  prediction  models  proposed  in  the  literature  and  their 
limitations are discussed in chapter 5. In the same chapter a focused description of the 
analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in Glare developed by Alderliesten IV 
 
is  provided.  In  this  chapter  the  main  concepts  and  assumptions  characterizing  the 
available model are described. 
 
The most important chapter of this thesis is chapter 6, in which the effect of the straps 
for the three different configurations is modelled. In order to define the parameters and 
variables describing the straps, three dedicated models have been developed for each 
straps configuration. Each model is implemented into the model for flat configuration, 
thus  it  is  possible  to  describe  the  crack  propagation  of  the  fatigue  cracks  in  the 
aluminium layers and the corresponding delamination growth at the aluminium/fibre 
interfaces in the wake of the crack for each stiffened configuration.  
In the model, the stress intensity factor in the aluminium layers is a function of three 
stress systems:  
 
•  Far field stress ￿ Positive contribution 
•  Bridging stress ￿ Negative contribution 
•  Straps stress    ￿ Negative or positive contribution 
 
This approach leads to define the stress intensity factor in the aluminium layers as:  
 
st br ff tip K K K K + + =  
 
The bridging stress along the crack length is calculated on the basis of the crack opening 
relations for the individual mechanisms. It is then used to calculate the delamination 
extension,  using  a  correlation between  the  delamination  growth  rate  and  the  energy 
release rate.  
The  prediction  model  is  implemented  in  a  numerical  programme  based  on  the  one 
developed by Alderliesten, which has been validated with a wide range of test data. A 
good correlation between predicted and experimental crack growth rates, crack opening 
contours and delamination shapes has been obtained. 
 
The  comparison  between  measured  and  calculated  crack  growth  rate,  delamination 
shape and crack opening contour is presented and discussed in chapter 7. In the same 
chapter  a  comparison  between  the  results  for  monolithic  aluminium  and  Glare  is 
presented.  
 
The conclusions and future prospects are presented in chapter 8. 
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Sommario 
 
Il lavoro presente in questa tesi di laurea riguarda lo studio e l’analisi dei fenomeni di 
fatica relativi a pannelli di Laminato Fibra Metallo Glare irrigiditi con straps in lega di 
Titanio, incollati esternamente. L’attenzione è focalizzata in particolare sul fenomeno 
dall’  avanzamento  della  fessura  nelle  lamine  di  alluminio  e  sulla  crescita  della 
delaminazione nell’interfacce alluminio/fibra. Lo studio è relativo a condizioni di carico 
ciclico ad ampiezza costante, tipico delle fusoliere pressurizzate dei moderni aeroplani.  
 
Gli obiettivi principali della ricerca effettuata sono due: Il primo è quello di studiare 
qualitativamente e quantitativamente gli effetti che gli irrigidimenti esterni hanno sui 
suddetti  fenomeni  di  fatica,  e  il  secondo  è  quello  di  creare  dei  modelli  analitici  di 
predizione implementabili nel modello sviluppato da Dr. Ir. R.C. Alderliesten, relativo a 
pannelli non irrigiditi.  
 
Lo studio riguarda quindi un approccio di tipo analitico del fenomeno dell’avanzamento 
della  fessura per  fatica  e  della  crescita  della  delaminazione,  cui  si  accompagna  una 
campagna  sperimentale  atta  a  validare  i  risultati  ottenuti  con  i  modelli  analitici 
sviluppati. 
La campagna di prove sperimentali ha riguardato principalmente pannelli di Glare 3 
5/4 0.4  di  tipo  CCT  (Centre  Crack  Tension)  irrigiditi  con  straps  di  titanio  disposti 
simmetricamente secondo tre diverse geometrie. La prima configrazione è quella con 
straps  laterali  incollati  ai  bordi  del  pannello,  in  modo  da  studiare  l’effetto 
dell’irrigidimento quando l’apice della cricca si avvicina ad esso. La seconda geometria 
è  realizzata  incollando gli  straps  in posizione  centrale  sopra  la  fessura,  in  modo  da 
studiare l’effetto aggiuntivo di “bridging” indotto dall’irrigidimento in titanio. La terza 
geometria consiste nel realizzare un provino come il precedente, ma creando una fessura 
passante  negli  straps  in  modo  da  renderli  “inattivi”,  studiando  così  l’effetto  del 
sovraccarico indotto da essi nello skin.  
Le stesse geometrie sono state realizzate su provini monolitici di Al 2024 T3 in modo 
da evidenziare le differenze tra Glare e alluminio monolitico. 
 
Nel capitolo 1 è presente una breve introduzione al Glare, di cui sono state sottolineate 
le  principali  caratteristiche  e  proprietà.  Il  Glare  si  qualifica  principalmente  per  un 
elevato livello di resistenza a fatica, e infatti questo materiale trova  applicazione in 
quelle strutture soggette a notevoli carichi di fatica.  
Nel capitolo 2 viene fornita una breve descrizione della filosofia di progetto damage 
tolerance, focalizzando l’attenzione sulle strutture di tipo crack arrest. 
Lo sviluppo dei modelli analatici ha  richiesto l’ausilio dei principi della Meccanica 
della Frattura Lineare Elastica, di cui una breve descrizione è presentata nel capitolo 3.  
Il  capitolo  4  descrive  in  maniera  dettagliata  tutta  l’attività  sperimentale  svolta,  in 
particolare sono descritte le geometrie dei provini, il processo di manufactoring e le 
attrezzature utilizzate durante le prove. La misurazione della forma della delaminazione, 
della forma del COD ( Crack Opening Displacement) e della forma dello scollamento VI 
 
strap/skin  hanno  richiesto  l’uso  di  techineche  di  misurazione  particolari  la  cui 
descrizione dettagliata è presente nel capitolo 4. 
 
Nel capitolo 5 viene proposta una breve descrizione dei principali modelli analitici di 
predizione presenti in letteratura, in particolare il modello di Marissen e quello di Guo 
and  Wu.  Nello  stesso  capitolo  trova  posto  un’accurata  descrizione  del  modello 
sviluppato da Alderliesten, che rappresenta il punto di partenza per lo studio presentato 
in questa tesi.  
 
La parte caratterizzante il presente lavoro è presentata nel capitolo 6, nel quale vengono 
dettagliatamente  proposti  i  modelli  sviluppati  che  descrivono  l’effetto  degli 
irrigidimenti nelle tre configurazioni. Ogni modello è stato implementato all’interno del 
modello  base  realizzato  da  Alderliesten  in  modo  da  descrivere,  in  ogniuna  delle 
configurazioni  irrigidite,  la  propagazione  per  fatica  della  fessura  nelle  lamine  di 
alluminio e la relativa delaminazione all’interfaccia fibre/alluminio. 
 
Il modello è basato sostanzialmente sul principio di  sovraposizione degli effetti; in 
questo  modo  è  possibile  definire  il  fattore  di  intensità  degli  sforzi  nelle  lamine  di 
alluminio come funzione di tre sistemi di stress:  
 
•  Far field stress ￿ Contributo positivo 
•  Bridging stress ￿ Contributo negativo 
•  Straps stress    ￿ Contributo negativo o positivo 
 
Questo tipo di approccio permette di definire il fattore di intensificazione degli sforzi 
nelle lamine di alluminio come:  
 
st br ff tip K K K K + + =  
 
La  distribuzione  del    bridging  stress  viene  calcolata  sulla  base  delle  relazioni  degli 
spostamenti  derivanti  da  ogni  singolo  contributo;  questa  viene  poi  utilizzata  per 
calcolare l’icremento di delaminazione usando  una relazione che ne lega il rateo di 
crescita con l’ energy release rate.  
 
Il  modello  analitico  è  stato  implementato  in  un  codice  numerico  sviluppato  da 
Alderliesten,  il  quale  è  stato  già  validato  per  un  elevato  numero  di  condizioni 
sperimentali  quali,  carico,  stress  ratio,  Glare  lay up  e  condizioni  ambientali.  Dalla 
comparazione dei risultati numerici e sperimentali è emersa una buona correlazione; 
questo aspetto è presentato nel capitolo 7. 
 
Le conclusioni e le prospettive future sono discusse nel capitolo 8. 
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Purpose of the present work 
 
Recently a new analytical prediction model has been developed by Alderliesten [2] to 
predict the crack growth behaviour of centre crack configurations in the Fibre Metal 
Laminate Glare.  
Although  several  fatigue  crack  growth  prediction  methods  were  available  in  the 
literature, it was desirable to develop a new analytical method for the following reasons: 
First, the analytical method of Marissen [5], which was developed at Delft University of 
Technology for Arall, could not be adapted to Glare due to differences in the crack 
propagation mechanisms. The characteristic crack propagation behaviour of Glare could 
not be captured within the method of Marissen [5]. Second, due to the development of 
aircrafts with the potential of Glare applications in the primary structures, the need for 
accurate  crack  growth  prediction  methods  covering  an  increasing  number  of  crack 
configurations and structure configurations became paramount. 
 
The prediction model has been validated with experimental data for several loading 
configurations, Glare lay up and environmental conditions.   
To describe the fatigue crack growth behaviour of Fibre Metal Laminate structures the 
available  crack  growth prediction  model  for  flat panels  has  to be  modified  towards 
stiffened structures. It is believed that the approach followed for the development of the 
model for flat panels can also be applied to extend the model further towards describing 
the effect of available stiffeners. 
 
The purpose of the present work is to investigate the effect external bonded straps on 
the fatigue crack growth behaviour of panels made of Glare and to modify the available 
crack growth prediction model for flat panels towards stiffened structures. 
 1 
 
 
Chapter   1 
 
Introduction to Glare 
 
 
 
 
1.1  Introduction 
 
Fibre Metal Laminates (FML’s) were developed at Delft University of Technology as a 
family of hybrid materials that consist of bonded thin metal sheets and fibres embedded 
in epoxy, see Figure 1.1 [1] The first FML produced was the ARALL (aluminium layers 
with aramid fibres), but since its introduction, several other Fibre Metal Laminates have 
been developed, such as GLARE (aluminium with glass fibres), CARE (aluminium with 
carbon fibres) and TiGr (titanium with carbon fibres). Each development was carried 
out  to  enhance  specific  properties  with  respect  to  the  predecessors;  for  example, 
GLARE  improved  the  fatigue  behaviour  in  combination  with  higher  resistance  to 
compression,  CARE  allows  to  enhance  the  strength  and  the  stiffness  and  TiGr  was 
developed  for  application  of  FML’s  at  high  temperature.  Each  FML  has  particular 
drawbacks due to the specific characteristic of the materials used; examples are the poor 
fatigue properties of Arall in under compressive loading, the lower stiffness of Glare 
compared to monolithic aluminium and the problem of galvanic corrosion in CARE [2]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Typical lay up for a cross ply Fibre Metal Laminate [2]. 
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Glare has become known for its excellent fatigue and damage tolerance behaviour, due 
to the fatigue insensitive fibres present in the material. Extensive investigations have 
been performed on the fatigue crack growth behaviour of the Fibre Metal Laminate 
Glare, which has achieved its technology readiness for application in primary aircraft 
structures, such as the Airbus A380. The fatigue crack growth rates in Glare are not 
only considerably lower than in monolithic aluminium in equal loading cases, but they 
are  also  approximately  constant  for  the  major  part  of  the  fatigue  life  [2].  These 
particular  characteristics  are  due  to  the  presence  of  fatigue  insensitive  fibres  that 
provide the “bridging effect”, allowing a reduction of the stress intensity factor at the 
crack tip in the aluminium layers. The aluminium layers transfer part of the stress to the 
glass fibres layers, reducing the stress at the crack tip and improving the fatigue life. In 
contrast to aluminium, where the fatigue life consists mainly of a long crack initiation 
phase and a small crack propagation phase, Glare has a shorter crack initiation phase, 
but a longer crack propagation life, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the initiation life and the crack propagation life of monolithic aluminium and 
Glare 3 3/2 0.3[3]. 
 
Compared with monolithic aluminium, which is still the largest structural material used 
in aeronautical industry, the FML’s allow to make lightweight structures with better 
fatigue behaviour.  
 
1.2  Coding system 
 
Glare  has  been  developed  at  the  end  of  the  80’s  of  the  previous  century  and  the 
development was focused on the improvement of the fatigue properties together with 
compressive static strength, because the aramid fibres of Arall showed poor strength 
properties under compressive loading.  
Today Glare has six different standard grades. They are based on unidirectional S glass 
fibres embedded with FM94 adhesive resulting in a 0.127 mm thick cured prepreg with 
a nominal fibre volume fraction of 59% [1].  
The prepreg is laid up in different orientations between the aluminium alloy sheets, 
resulting in the different standard Glare grades. Table 1.1 shows these grades, including 
the most important material advantages. Since several Glare grades with a large amount 
of lay ups are possible, a coding system is used to identify the Glare grade and lay up. 
This coding system is important for design, production and material qualification. For 
instance, a laminate with three aluminium layers of 0.3 mm thickness with in between 
two cross ply fibre layers is coded as: Glare 3 3/2 0.3, which refers to respectively the 
Glare grade, the lay up and the aluminium layer thickness. The lay up for this case is 
defined as 1.  Introduction to Glare 
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[2024 T3/0° glass/90° glass/2024 T3/90° glass/0° glass/2024 T3] [2]. 
 
 
 Table1.1: Standard Glare grades [1]  
Glare 
grade  Sub 
Metal sheet 
thickness [mm] & 
alloy 
Prepreg orientation
* 
in each fibre layer 
** 
Main beneficial 
characteristics 
Glare 1     0.3 0.4 7475 T761  0/0  fatigue, strength, 
yields stress 
Glare 2A  0.2 0.5 2024 T3  0/0  fatigue, strength  Glare 2 
Glare 2B  0.2 0.5 2024 T3  90/90  fatigue, strength 
Glare 3     0.2 0.5 2024 T3  0/90  fatigue, impact 
Glare 4A  0.2 0.5 2024 T3  0/90/0 
fatigue, strength 
in 0° direction  Glare 4 
Glare 4B  0.2 0.5 2024 T3  90/0/90 
fatigue, strength 
in 90° direction 
Glare 5     0.2 0.5 2024 T3  0/90/90/0  impact 
Glare 6A  0.2 0.5 2024 T3  +45/ 45  shear, off axis 
properties  Glare 6 
Glare 6B  0.2 0.5 2024 T3   45/+45  shear, off axis 
properties 
*  All aluminium rolling directions in standard laminates are in the same orientation; the rolling direction is defined 
as 0°, the transverse rolling direction is defined as 90°. 
**  The number of orientations in this column is equal to the number of prepreg layers (each nominally 0.133 mm 
thick) in each fibre layer. 
 
The Glare laminates have a symmetrical lay up to avoid secondary bending effects due 
to unsymmetrical internal stresses [2]. An overview of the typical Glare grades with the 
lay up definition is given in Table 1.1. 
 
1.3  Bridging effect 
 
The main goal for the application of fibres between the metal layers was the objective to 
increase the fatigue life of materials and structures [2]. The fibres are almost insensitive 
to fatigue, opposite to the metal layers, where cracks initiate and propagate. The fibres 
transfer load over the fatigue crack in the metal layers and restraint the crack opening. 
This phenomenon is called fibre bridging and is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3: Crack bridging of the fibres and delamination of the layers [4]. 
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Another phenomenon  visible  in  Figure  1.3  is  the  occurrence  of  delamination  at  the 
interface between the metal and fibre layers in the wake of the crack. The cyclic shear 
stresses at the interface as result of the load transfer from the metal to the fibre layers 
induce delamination growth. Both the fatigue crack growth in the metal layers and the 
delamination growth at the interfaces form a balanced process. 
The increase of the delamination resistance results in better fibre bridging  and thus 
slower crack growth in the metal layers. However, too high delamination resistance will 
induce too high stresses in the fibre layers causing fibre failure. This mechanism was 
explained for Arall by Marissen [5], but it can be considered valid also for the other 
FML’s. According to Figure 1.4, it is assumed that delamination is absent and that the 
adhesive exhibits an infinite shear modulus, thus the crack bridging of the fibres will be 
perfect. The crack flanks cannot open, and consequently the stress intensity factor at the 
crack tip is zero. Fatigue crack growth will not occur. The loads transmission “through” 
the crack occurs by the fibres only. Due to the stress concentration caused by the notch, 
the fibres loads will become high especially at the end of the starter notch. 
 
2a 
2as 
Crack starter notch, 
fibres are cut 
K=0 
Fatigue crack, 
fibres are intact 
 
Figure 1.4: Hypothetical stress system in a FML sheet specimen with a starter notch and a fatigue crack. 
Perfect bonding is assumed (no delamination, no adhesive shear deformation) [5]. 
 
The high fibre loads at the notch root could lead to fibre failure starting from the notch 
root and the crack would be “zipped” open up to the crack tip. That implies a complete 
loss of the crack bridging effect. In reality this situation does not occur. There is some 
adhesive  shear  deformation  which  allows  some  crack  opening.  Further,  some 
delamination  occurs  around  the  crack  flanks,  especially  at  location  where  the  fibre 
stresses are high. As consequence a redistribution of the fibre stresses along the crack 
flanks occurs. The stress intensity factor K will not be zero, and some fatigue crack 
growth in the aluminium sheets can occur. The crack bridging efficiency with respect to 
a reduction of the K value is diminished. Because the redistribution of the fibre stress 
along the crack implies a much lower peak value at the notch root, fibre failure behind 
the crack tip can be avoided [5]. This means that the optimum delamination resistance 
can be obtained by a particular selection of the constituents, such as fibres, adhesive 
system and metal surface treatment. 
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1.4  Mechanical properties 
 
The static mechanical properties of the Glare laminates are based on the static properties 
of the constituents: the aluminium and fibre layers. The most important properties are 
listed in Table 1.2. In this table, the subscript 1 identifies properties in direction of the 
fibres  or  in  rolling  direction  (L)  of  the  aluminium  layers,  while  2  represents  the 
direction perpendicular to the fibres or the rolling direction (T) of the aluminium layers. 
No yield strength is given for the fibre prepreg since the fibres remain elastic up to 
failure [6]. 
 
         
                    Table1.2: Mechanical properties of Al 2024 T3 and UD S2 glass fibre prepreg [6] 
  Unit.  UD S2 prepreg 
(Vf=60%)  2024 T3 
Young’s modulus, E1  [GPa]  54.0  72.2 
Young’s modulus, E2  [GPa]  9.4  72.2 
Ultimate strength, σult  [MPa]  2640  455 
Ultimate strain, εult  [%]  4.7  19 
Poisson's ratio, ν12  [ ]  0.33  0.33 
Poisson's ratio, ν21  [ ]  0.0575  0.33 
Shear modulus, G12  [GPa]  5.55  27.6 
Density,ρ  [kg/m
3]  1980  2770 
Thermal expansion coefficient, α1  [1/ºC]  6.1 10
 6  23.4 10
 6 
Thermal expansion coefficient, α2  [1/ºC]  26.2 10
 6  23.4 10
 6 
 
 
 
1.4.1  Metal volume fraction 
 
In general, the static material properties vary with the Metal Volume Fraction (MVF), 
defined  as  the  sum  of  the  aluminium  layers  thicknesses  divided  by  the  laminate 
thickness,  see  equation  (1.1).  A  larger  MVF  represents  a  larger  area  percentage  of 
aluminium in the laminate. 100% reflects a solid aluminium sheet. Research has shown 
that all basic Glare properties given in Figure 1.4 are linearly related with the MVF. For 
a larger MVF, the yield stress and the Young’s modulus of the laminate increases while 
the ultimate strength decreases [6]. 
 
lam
n
al
t
t
MVF
∑
=
1                                                                                                              (1.1) 
 
 
Application of the Metal Volume Fraction theory has been validated for 0.45 < MVF < 
0.85. The Glare laminates used fall within of this range [6]. 
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Figure 1.5: Indexed specific static properties of some Glare grades [6]. 
 
1.5  Manufacturing process 
 
The aluminium and prepreg layers are bonded together in an autoclave curing process at 
an elevated temperature of 120 °C at a maximum pressure of 6 bars. This implies that 
the layers are bonded together at a high temperature and are cooled down in bonded 
condition [1]. As result of the difference in coefficients of thermal expansion, given in 
Table 1.2, the aluminium layers want to shrink more than the prepreg layers. 
Assuming rigid bond between the aluminium and prepreg layers during cooling, this 
results in tensile residual stresses in the aluminium layers  and compressive residual 
stresses in the prepreg layers [2]. 
 
1.5.1  Residual stress and post-stretching 
 
As result of the curing process, the actual stresses in the aluminium layers in Glare 
consist of static residual stress due to the curing process and stresses due to the external 
loading [1], see Figure 1.5. The residual stress due to curing depends on the lay up and 
laminate type of Glare. 
 
 
Figure 1.6: The stress cycle in the aluminium layers in Glare 3 3/2 0.3 L is a superposition of the stress cycle 
induced by the applied stress and the curing stress [2]. 1.  Introduction to Glare 
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A method to modify this unfavourable residual stress system in FML's is post stretching 
[2, 5]. During post stretching of the material, the metal layers will be strained into the 
plastic region of their stress strain curve, while the fibre layers remain elastic. After 
unloading, the residual stress system due to curing will be reduced or even reversed 
dependent  on  the  amount  of  stretching.  The  mechanism  of  stress  reversal  due  to 
stretching is illustrated with the stress strain curves in Figure 1.6. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.7: Illustration of the post stretching process with the stress   strain curve [2]. 
 
 
 
1.6  Resistance to corrosion 
 
The  through the thickness  corrosion  in  a  FML  is  prevented  due  to  the  barrier  role 
played by the fibre epoxy layers. This limits the extent of corrosion damage in severe 
environments. Figure 1.7 compares acid bath corrosion damage in ARALL 3 and 2024 
T3 after 4 weeks of exposure. While monolithic metal is fully penetrated, the laminate 
is merely pitted to the first fibre epoxy interface [6]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.8: Comparison of corrosion damage in ARALL 3 and 2024 T3 [6]. 
strain 
stress 
σfibre layer 
σaluminium 
σaluminium 
σfibre layer 
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1.7  Resistance to impact 
 
Glare has a higher resistance to cracking during impact compared to 2024 T3 or carbon 
composites. This impact performance is attributed to the behaviour of the glass fibres 
that  exhibit  an  increasing  strength  when  loaded  at  higher  strain  rates.  From  a 
maintenance point of view, it is favourable that the internal damage in Glare is always 
smaller than the plastically deformed dent to be found with general visual inspection 
[6]. 
 
1.8  Flame resistance 
 
The flame resistance of Glare is much better than for monolithic aluminium alloys. 
Glare has shown to resist fire conditions for much longer time. The glass fibres with 
their high melting temperature and the insulation due to delamination of the material 
will protect the second aluminium layer from melting for a significant period and will 
therefore protect the passengers for a significantly longer time [6]. 
 
1.9  A380 Glare application 
 
The combination of properties described in this paragraph makes Glare very suitable for 
specific  parts  in  high  capacity  aeroplanes  where  weight  savings,  reduction  of 
maintenance  costs  and  safety  are  of  high  importance.  In  the  current  design  and 
production developments of wide body aeroplanes, reduction of production costs and 
operating costs play a key role 
The Glare is applied in the entire top half of the A380 fuselage around the passenger 
cabin which is critical for fatigue. A total of 27 skin panels of the A380 fuselage are 
made of GLARE, resulting in respectable weight saving in comparison to traditional 
aluminium panels. Furthermore, GLARE material is used for manufacturing butt straps 
to  join  fuselage  shells  and  for  D nose  parts  on  the  vertical/horizontal  tail  plane 
(VTP/HTP), see Figure 1.9 and 1.10. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.9: Potentially A380 Glare applications. 1.  Introduction to Glare 
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Figure 1.10: Main Glare applications in the Airbus A380. 
 
 
 
1.10  Quality control 
 
To verify the quality of manufactured Glare panels, the ultrasonic C scan method is 
applied,  because  the  ultrasonic  is  able  to  detect  disband  and  porosities  within  the 
laminate. The defects in Glare panel after manufacturing can be attributed to foreign 
material contamination, like wrapping foil, raw material contamination, such as glass 
splinters or porosities or delamination due to air inclusions. The method is also able to 
detect whether any positioning error has been made with splices or doublers or whether 
fibres are oriented in incorrect directions [2]. 
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Chapter   2 
 
The “damage tolerance” design philosophy  
 
 
 
 
 
2.1  Introduction 
 
The flight safety and the economic efficiency are the main characteristics of a good 
performing  aeronautical  system.  The  aeronautical  production  needs  high  performing 
materials and structures to be able to satisfy the requests of safety and inexpensiveness 
of the products. The typical aeronautical structure can be affected by damages due to 
fatigue loading, corrosion, external impact or undetected manufacturing damages. The 
resistance  of  a  material  against  repetitive  loads  is  of  major  importance  to  judge  its 
applicability  in  aircraft  structures.  This  chapter  illustrates  briefly  the  main  fatigue 
design  philosophies.  In  section  2.2  the  safe  life,  damage  tolerance  and  durability 
philosophies are described. Section 2.3 presents a close focus on the damage tolerance 
philosophy, underlining the difference between slow crack growth and fail safe, and on 
the crack arrest structures. 
 
 
2.2  General description of the fatigue design philosophies 
 
Engineering  components  and  structures  often  operate  under  alternating  loads 
sufficiently severe to make fatigue resistance a primary design criterion. The designer 
must ensure that a component or structure has an adequate fatigue life. Fatigue is a 
progressive failure mechanism resulting in material (or structural) degradation. As result 
of cyclic repetition of loads cracks can nucleate and propagate, which can culminate in 
complete structural failure. The airworthiness requirements for civil aeroplanes require 
that an adequate fatigue criterion must be applied to a component or structure to avoid 
catastrophic failure under normal loading.  
 
The safe life design technique is employed in critical systems which are either very 
difficult to repair or may cause severe damage to life and property. These systems are 
designed to work for years without requirement of any repairs. The drawback is that 
products  designed  with  the  safe life  approach  are  over dimensioned.  In  order  to 2.  The “damage tolerance” design philosophy 
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maintain the designed safety, they will be replaced after the “design life” has expired, 
while they may still have a considerable life ahead of them.  
This approach presents serious inadequacy; it requires the application of high safety 
factors that determine the increase of weight and costs. It is applied in those structures 
that can not be easily inspected, in small airplanes and in some military applications. An 
example of the safe life application in civil aircraft structures is the landing gear. 
 
The  damage  tolerance  design  philosophy  presumes  that  any  damage  initiated  by 
material processing, manufacturing, fatigue, corrosion or accidental damage is either 
found before catastrophic failure occurs or never reaches a dangerous size during the 
design  lifetime  of  the  aeroplane.  The  safety  of  the  aeroplane  heavily  depends  upon 
finding cracks before they reach a critical length [6]. 
 
The  durability  design  philosophy  is  not  a  proper  fatigue  design  philosophy,  but  it 
consists of all those design decisions that can improve the economic life and slow down 
the rise of fatigue cracks. Corrosion, stress concentrations, wear and delaminations are 
the fundamental  aspects that influence the fatigue life of a structure. The durability 
design concerns these aspects; it allows to increase the operative life of the structures. 
 
2.3  The Damage Tolerance philosophy 
 
Within the damage tolerance philosophy two philosophies can be distinct: slow crack 
growth and fail safe. This section focuses on the difference between slow crack growth 
and fail safe. Figure 2.1 shows a diagram which illustrates the “design options” and 
Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of design scheme.  
 
The airworthiness requirements for civil aeroplanes are specified in the European Joint 
Airworthiness  Requirements  (JAR)  and  the  American  Federal  Aviation  Regulation 
(FAR). The requirements of both organizations are very similar. The requirements with 
respect  to  fatigue  and  damage  tolerance  have  been  formulated  in  section  571  of 
JAR/FAR part 25. It requires that all the Principal Structural Elements (PSE’s) in a 
structure have to be identified and must be designed according to the damage tolerance 
rules.  
 
The objective of the damage tolerance evaluation is to provide an inspection program 
for  each  PSE,  such  that  cracking  initiated by  fatigue  loading,  accidental  damage  or 
corrosion will not propagate to catastrophic failure prior to detection [6]. 2.  The “damage tolerance” design philosophy 
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Figure 2.1: Fatigue design philosophies. 
 
The damage tolerance analyses must, and in particular the slow crack growth design, be 
based on: 
•  Simplified Crack Geometry Model determination  
•  Reference Load Spectrum determination.  
•  Fracture Mechanics.  
•  Once the service life is predicted, an optimization loop may be necessary to 
satisfy the requirements and/or the commercial targets.  
•  Definition of an accurate inspection schedule. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Fatigue design scheme. 
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When inspection of a PSE is complicated (for example because the damage is difficult 
to detect, the accessibility is limited or the inspection interval would be unpractical), the 
PSE design should be in accordance with the safe life requirement. This means that the 
structure should be free from any detectable damage during its Design Service Goal 
(DSG) [6]. 
Within the damage tolerance approach, distinction is made between single load–path 
and multiple load path damage tolerant structures. 
 
2.3.1  Slow crack growth and Fail-safe 
 
The slow crack growth design philosophy is mainly based on the crack growth analysis 
and therefore on the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics methodologies. In a single load 
path structure, failure could lead to loss of the aeroplane. Therefore, damage should be 
easily detectable and the component should show demonstrated slow crack growth or 
crack stopping capability [6]. In reference to Figure 2.4, the crack growth life (CGL) is 
the number of flights necessary to let a detectable crack length, adet, grow to the critical 
crack length, acr. The design of this kind of structure requires a safety factor (SF) and 
the  CGL  must  be  divided  by  the  SF  in  order  to  obtain  the  inspection  interval  and 
inspection threshold. If an initial crack is assumed to be present at the introduction of 
the aeroplane into service, the inspection threshold and interval are equal. Planning an 
appropriate inspection schedule is of vital importance.  
A multiple load path structure consists of different load paths, which carry the load 
according to their stiffness. Failure of one load path results in a load redistribution to 
the other load paths. For determination of the inspection planning the fail safe approach 
is  used,  which  assumes  that  one  of  the  primary  components  failed.  The  inspection 
threshold is now determined by the fatigue analyses of the remaining structure and the 
interval is based on damage tolerance analyses. A typical damage tolerance structure is 
the aircraft fuselage or the lower wing part [6].  
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Fatigue design scheme. 
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With reference to Figure 2.3, the service life of an aeroplane can be divided in two 
phases: 
 
• The safe life interval. During this interval, complete failure can only occur when the 
applied load exceeds the design ultimate strength UL. The duration of this interval is 
determined by the static  and fatigue properties of the structure. 
 
• Fail safe or damage tolerance interval. During this interval, the initiated crack or 
damage starts to  grow.  As a  consequence the  residual strength decreases. Complete 
failure can occur for loads below the ultimate design load but above the limit design 
load LL. 
 
The length of the fail safe interval defines the inspection interval and it is a function of 
the residual strength reduction rate and the design criteria set by the certifying agencies. 
Whenever cracks are found in a structure, they need to be repaired immediately, even if 
the structure is still capable to maintain design ultimate load. Figure 2.4 shows when the  
slow crack growth and fail safe are applicable. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Damage tolerance approach JAR/FAR 25 [6]. 
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3.2.3  Crack arrest structures 
 
A crack stopper is a structural element especially designed to prevent an existing crack 
to grow to any catastrophic size. The function of the crack stopper is to take over part of 
the load of the damaged skin, thus reducing the stress intensity factor at the crack tip in 
the  skin.  The  crack  stoppers  cause  the  same  in plane  effects  on  the  skin  as  the 
application of stringers and frames in a conventional fuselage structure, see Figure 2.5 
[6]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Illustration of crack tip between two frames [6]. 
With Figure 2.6 the interaction between the skin and the crack stopper can be explained. 
For an unstiffened flat panel with a central crack, the residual strength as a function of 
the initial crack length is represented with curve 1. If the panel is stiffened by elements 
like stringers, frames or doublers, they add stiffness and tend to decrease the stress at 
the crack tip by load transfer from sheet to the stiffening element. The residual strength 
for the skin is then represented by curve 2, while the blue lines represent the crack 
stopper residual strength for different value of its strength, curves 3, 3' and 3''. 
 
Figure 2.6: Illustration of a residual strength diagram for a panel with crack stopper.  
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The maximum stress intensity factor reduction occurs when the crack extends slightly 
beyond the centre line of the stiffening element. If the initial crack is small (a0), the 
stress  field  at  the  crack  tip  is  hardly  influenced  by  the  presence  of  the  stiffening 
element. The stress at the onset of unstable crack extension (point A) will be the same 
as for an unstiffened panel with the same dimensions. When the unstable growing crack 
reaches the stiffening element (point B), the load concentration in the stiffening element 
will be so high that it fails without stopping the unstable crack growth. 
For an initial crack with length a1, unstable crack growth occurs when the gross stress is 
equal to σ1 (red line). However, for this gross stress the stiffening element is able to 
reduce the peak stress at the crack tip while the crack approaches the stiffening element. 
To  obtain  a  crack  size  increment  a  higher  applied  stress  is  required;  this  way  is 
illustrated by the steps shape of the red line. Since the point C is reached, the crack 
grows in an unstable condition until the point D where the static residual strength of the 
crack stopper is equal to the applied stress and the crack stopper fails. If the stiffening 
element  would  have  had  a  smaller  cross  section  or  strength,  the point  of  stiffening 
element failure (point D) would have shifted to the left, such as the maximum of curve 2 
(point C) where skin failure is critical. In this case the residual strength of both skin and 
crack stopper is equal to the external applied stress and a complete structure failure 
occurs. A lesser effective stiffening element would result in a lower residual strength or 
maybe no crack arrest at all, see line 3''.  
 
 
2.3.2  Two bays criterion 
 
The two bays criterion is based on the concept that a longitudinal crack in the skin of 
the pressurised fuselage with a length of two frame bays above a broken centre frame 
does not lead to complete failure of the structure under the conditions mentioned in 
JAR/FAR 25. 571. This damage can be caused by a Discrete Source Damage (DSD) 
that penetrates the skin and the central frame or eventually by fatigue failure of a frame 
followed by subsequent crack growth in the skin [6]. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Two bay circumferential and longitudinal crack configurations caused by fatigue loading [6]. 17 
 
 
Chapter   3 
 
Mechanic of Linear Elastic Fracture  
 
 
 
3.1  Introduction 
 
The  objective  of  fracture  mechanics  is  to  provide  quantitative  answers  to  specific 
problems concerning cracks in structures. In fracture mechanics it is assumed that a 
crack or a defect is present in the material and it may grow with time due to various 
causes (fatigue, stress corrosion, creep) and will generally grow progressively faster. 
The residual strength of the structure, which is the failure strength as function of crack 
size, decreases with increasing crack size as already shown in Figure 2.6. This chapter 
presents the main fracture mechanics concepts adopted to develop the model describing 
the fatigue behaviour of Glare. In section 3.2 the Stress Intensity Factor (K) approach is 
briefly  described,  focusing  on  fracture  toughness  and  crack  plasticity  concepts.  The 
Energy Release Rate approach in section 3.3 is presented, while section 3.4 describes 
the most important concepts of the fatigue crack growth, pointing out the influence of 
the Stress Ratio and crack tip plasticity. 
 
3.2  The Stress Intensity Factor Approach 
 
The  Stress  Intensity  Factor  describes  the  magnitude  of  the  crack  tip  stress  field. 
Consider an infinite plate of unit thickness that contains a trough thickness crack of 
length 2a and that is subjected to uniform tensile stress, σ, applied at infinity, see figure 
3.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Tension system near the crack tip.  3.  Mechanic of Linear Elastic Fracture 
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A crack produces a 1/√r singularity in the stress field, near the tip. The stress fields near 
a crack tip of an isotropic linear elastic material can be expressed as a product of 1/√r 
and a function of θ with a scaling factor K. From the linear elastic theory, Irwin showed 
that the stresses in the vicinity of a crack tip take the form 
) (
2
ϑ
π
σ ij ij f
r
K
⋅
⋅ ⋅
=                                                                                                        (3.1) 
 
where r and θ are the cylindrical polar coordinates with respect to the crack tip of the 
point  where  the  stress  is  acting,  Figure  3.1.  The  use  of  this  equation  provides 
information  about  the  maximum  stress  near  the  crack  tip,  which  is  of  fundamental 
importance for practical application. Thus, the stress intensity factor K is commonly 
expressed in terms of the applied stresses σ at r→ 0 and θ → 0 as follow: 
 
a K I ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = π σ β                                                                                                         (3.2) 
 
where the subscript I denotes the mode I “opening mode” and β is a geometry correction 
factor for a finite width plate, while a is the half crack length. All stress systems in the 
vicinity of a crack tip may be derived from three modes of loading, shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Example of crack opening according to mode I, mode II and mode III [2]. 
 
The  mode  I  is  the  predominant  stress  situation,  while  the  mode  II  may  be  used  to 
describe the cyclic shear stress delamination phenomenon. 
 
3.2.1  The fracture toughness 
 
Based on the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the stresses at the crack tip are 
infinite. However, in reality, there is always a plastic zone at the crack tip that limits the 
stresses to finite values. It is very difficult to model and calculate the actual stresses in 
the plastic zone and compare them to the maximum allowable stresses of the material to 
determine whether a crack will propagate or not. An engineering approach is to perform 
a series of experiments and identify a critical stress intensity factor Kc for each material, 
called the fracture toughness of the material. One can then determine the crack stability 
by comparing K and Kc directly. 3.  Mechanic of Linear Elastic Fracture 
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The value of Kc depends on thickness, decreasing gradually as shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
  
 
Figure 3.3: The thickness effect on fracture toughness.   
 
 
3.2.2    Crack tip plasticity 
 
Irwin considered a circular plastic zone to exist at the crack tip under tensile loading. He 
derived that such a circular zone has a diameter 2ry (Figure 3.4) with 
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Figure 3.4: The crack tip plastic zone. 
 
The effect of crack tip plasticity corresponds to an apparent increase of the elastic crack 
length by an increment equal to ry. Irwin argued that the occurrence of plasticity makes 
the crack behave as if it were longer than its physical size, the displacements are larger 
and the stiffness is lower than those pertinent to an ideal crack of its physical size. 
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3.3  The Energy Release Rate Approach 
 
The Energy Release Rate G is the fracture controlling parameter according to the energy 
balance approach [7]. It is defined, per unit of thickness, as follows, 
 
( ) a U F
da
d
G − =                                                                                                               (3.4) 
 
where F is the external force work, while Ua is elastic energy of the plate. Both the 
parameters change with the crack length a. 
Crack growth instability will occur when G>R, where R represents the change in the 
elastic surface energy caused by the formation of the new crack surfaces when a crack 
grows, and it is defined as: 
 
( ) γ U
da
d
R =                                                                                                                    (3.5) 
 
After rewriting, it follows that for unstable crack propagation it needs to be, 
 
( ) ( ) γ U
da
d
U F
da
d
a ≥ −                                                                                                      (3.6) 
 
The right side of this equation represents the surface energy increase as result of an 
infinitesimal crack extension and it is thus to be considered as identical to the crack 
resistance,  R.  For  plane  strain  conditions  R  is  a  constant,  while  for  plane  stress 
conditions it changes with the crack length, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of the instability condition for plane strain and plane stress. 
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Relations for practical use of G in a flat unstiffened plate are shown below, 
 
for plane stress 
E
a
G
2 πσ
=                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                      (3.7) 
for plane strain  ( )
E
a
G
2
2 1
πσ
ν − =  
 
A relation of prime importance is between G and K ,  
 
for plane stress 
E
K
G
2
=  
                                                                                                                                      (3.8) 
for plane strain  ( )
E
K
G
2
2 1 ν − =  
 
 
3.4  Fatigue crack growth 
 
Fatigue crack growth is the progressive, localised, and permanent structural damage that 
occurs when a material is subjected to cyclic or fluctuating load conditions, that induce 
nominal stresses that have maximum values less than (often much less than) the static 
yield strength of the material. The resulting stress may be below the ultimate tensile 
stress, or even the yield stress of the material, yet still cause catastrophic failure. 
Consider  a  trough thickness  crack  in  a  wide  plate  subjected  to  remote  loading  that 
varies cyclically between constant minimum and maximum values, i.e. a fatigue load 
consisting of constant amplitude stress cycles. The stress range  σ may be related to 
 K, as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
 
                                 
  Figure 3.6: Stress cycle parameters in constant amplitude loading. 
 
 
The fatigue crack propagation rate is defined as the crack extension,  a, during a small 
number of cycles,  N, thus the propagation rate is  a/ N, which in the limit can be 
written as the differential da/dN.  It has been found experimentally [7] that the stress 
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ratio, R=σmin/σmax, influences the crack growth rate together with  K, as equation (1.8) 
shows. 
 
) , ( R K f
dN
da
  =                                                                                                                (3.9) 
 
This correlation is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.7. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Characteristic of the fatigue crack growth rate curve da/dN   K. 
 
The  characteristic  sigmoidal  shape  of  a  da/dN    K  fatigue  crack  growth  rate  curve 
shown above, is divided into three regions according to the curve shape, the mechanics 
of crack extension and various influences on the curve. In region I there is a threshold 
value,  Kth, below which cracks do not propagate. Above this value the crack growth 
rate increases relatively rapidly with increasing  K. In region II there is often a linear 
log log relation between da/dN and  K. Finally, in region III the crack growth rate 
curve rises to an asymptote when the maximum stress intensity factor in the fatigue 
stress cycle becomes equal to the fracture toughness [7]. 
There  have  been  many  attempts  to  describe  the  crack  growth  rate  curve  by  “crack 
growth laws”, which usually are semi or fully empirical formulae fitted to a set of data. 
The two most widely known are 
 
 
m K C
dN
da
) (  =             the Paris equation                                                                     (3.10) 
 
K K R
K C
dN
da
C
m
  − −
 
=
) 1 (
) (    the Forman equation                                                                (3.11) 
 
The Paris’ equation describes only the second region of the crack growth curve. 
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3.4.1  The effect of Stress Ratio and crack tip plasticity 
 
The stress ratio R, which is the ratio of the minimum to the maximum stress in a fatigue 
cycle, has a significant influence on the crack growth behaviour, as mentioned in the 
previous section. In addition to the stress intensity factor range,  K, there is an 
influence of the relative values of Kmax and Kmin, since R=σmin/σmax= Kmin/Kmax. This 
influence is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
 
  
Figure 3.8: Influence of R on the crack growth rate curve da/dN   K 
 
In early 1970s, Elber discovered the phenomenon of crack closure, which can explain 
the effect of R on crack growth rate. Crack closure occurs as a consequence of the crack 
wake  plasticity.  At  around  the  crack  tip  each  loading  cycle  generates  a  monotonic 
plastic  zone  during  increased  loading  and  a  much  smaller  reversed  plastic  during 
unloading. Thus, a residual plastic deformation consisting of monotonically stretched 
material is present at the crack tip. Elber showed that a part of the loading cycle is spent 
to open the crack, because of the plastic closure mechanism at the crack tip. When the 
load reaches the effective opening load and the crack is fully opened, the crack growth 
occurs [7]. Figure 3.9 illustrates qualitatively the principles of crack closure. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Principles of crack closure: a) nominal K σ plot, b) effect of crack closure on the K σ plot. 
In Figure 3.9, σop represents the lowest value of applied stress for which the crack is 
fully open, and it can be determined experimentally.  
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Elber suggested that for fatigue crack growth the crack flanks must be fully open, which 
means that  σeff = σmax   σop , and an effective stress intensity factor range can be defined 
as follows, 
 
a K eff eff ⋅ ⋅   ⋅ =   π σ β                                                                                                    (3.12) 
 
where  Keff is smaller than  K. Higher R values result in less crack closure, and  Keff 
becomes equal to  K. With this concept in mind, it is possible to redefine the crack 
growth rate as function of  Keff. 
  
) ( eff K f
dN
da
  =                                                                                                               (3.13) 
 
Schijve [8] proposed a practical definition of equation (3.13) for aluminium alloy 2024 
T3 which enabled crack growth rates for a wide range of R values to be correlated to 
 Keff. 
 
tip eff K R R R K ) 1 ( ) 12 . 0 33 . 0 55 . 0 (
2 − ⋅ + + =                                                                       (3.14) 
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Chapter   4 
 
Experimental Programme 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
To validate the method and the numerical model that have been developed, several 
experiments have been performed at the “Structures and Materials Laboratory” of the 
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering of TU Delft. The investigation focused on the fatigue 
crack  propagation  behaviour  in  a  Glare  3 5/4 0.4  sheet,  stiffened  by  titanium  alloy 
straps,  and  on  the  fatigue  crack  propagation  behaviour  in  a  monolithic  2024 T3 
aluminium alloy sheet stiffened by titanium alloy straps. The objective of the fatigue 
crack propagation investigation is to obtain the relationship between the crack growth 
rate and the crack length for “Centre Crack Tension (CCT)” specimens under various 
geometrical and constant amplitude loading conditions. To obtain the validation of the 
method,  three  physical  phenomena  have  been  investigated  and  analysed:  the  crack 
growth,  the  crack  opening  shape  and  the  interface  delamination  shape,  that  are 
presented in the next sections. In section 4.2 the specimen geometry is described, and 
section  4.3  presents  the  mechanical  properties  of  the  materials  used,  while  the 
manufacturing process is described in section 4.4. A brief description of the fatigue test 
machine is provided in section 4.5, the measurement techniques description is presented 
in section 4.6, and in section 4.7 the data evaluation is discussed. In section 4.8 the 
results are presented and discussed. 
 
4.2  Specimens geometry 
 
The experimental investigations have been performed on Glare 3 5/4 0.4 and 2024 T3 
aluminium alloy panels, both stiffened by titanium alloy straps. In Table 4.1 the test 
matrix of all the performed tests is shown. 
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Table 4.1: Test matrix of the fatigue tests  
 
SERIES 
 
N° 
SPEC 
 
SKIN 
 
GEOMETRY 
 
SKIN STRESS 
 
TYPE 
A1  Slam=116 MPa 
R=0.02 
 
A 
 
2 
 
 
Glare 3 5/4  0.4 
 
 
  A2  Slam=100 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
 
Intact lateral straps  
B1  Slam=120 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
B 
 
2 
 
 
Glare 3 5/4  0.4 
   
B2  Slam=100 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
 
Broken central straps  
C1  Slam=120 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
C 
 
2 
 
 
Glare 3 5/4  0.4 
  C2  Slam=100 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
 
Intact central straps  
 
D 
 
1 
 
2024 T3 
aluminium alloy   
 
Slam=100 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
Intact lateral straps 
 
E 
 
1 
 
2024 T3 
aluminium alloy 
 
 
Slam=100 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
 
Broken central straps 
 
F 
 
1 
 
2024 T3 
aluminium alloy 
 
 
Slam=100 MPa 
R=0.05 
 
 
Intact central straps 
 
 
All  crack  propagation  tests  have  been  performed  on  Centre  Crack  Tension  (CCT) 
specimens. The tests of series A, B and C provided the experimental data that were 
compared with the analytical model. To make a proper correlation, tests have also been 
performed on these three specimen types with a monolithic aluminium substrate ( series 
D, E and F), to distinct the FML fatigue mechanisms from the monolithic aluminium 
behaviour. The main idea is that the stress distribution due to the strap should be similar 
for the aluminium and Glare specimens, and that the difference should be only in the 
magnitude. 
 
To summarize the various geometries utilized in the experimental program, the values 
of  the  parameters  indicated  in  the  Figure  4.1,  Figure  4.2  and  Figure  4.3  are  listed 
respectively in Table 4.2, Table 4.3, and Table 4.5. 
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L 
W 
st t  
lam t
st W  
2a0 
Figure 4.2: Series B and Series E specimen geometry 
L 
W 
2a0 
st t  
lam t  
st W  
Figure 4.1: Series A and Series D specimen geometry 
  Table 4.2: Geometrical parameters of Series A and Series D specimens 
 Spec.  Skin material  W 
[mm] 
WSt 
[mm] 
L 
[mm] 
2a0 
[mm] 
tSt 
[mm] 
Tlam 
[mm] 
   
[-] 
A1  Glare 3 5/4 0.5  200  25  500  25  1.5  3.06  0.19 
A2  Glare 3 5/4 0.5  200  25  500  25  1.5  3.06  0.19 
D  2024 T3  200  25  500  25  1.5  1  0.36 
Spec.  Skin material  W 
[mm] 
WSt 
[mm] 
L 
[mm] 
2a0 
[mm] 
tSt 
[mm] 
Tlam 
[mm] 
   
[-] 
B1  Glare 3 5/4 0.5  200  25  500  25  1.5  3.06  0.17 
B2  Glare 3 5/4 0.5  200  25  500  25  1.5  3.06  0.17 
E  2024 T3  200  25  500  25  1.5  1  0.22 
 
Table 4.3: Geometrical parameters of Series B and Series E specimens 4.  Experimental Programme 
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The parameter    is the stiffness ratio and it is defined by the follow equation: 
 
 
( )
( ) lam lam st st
st st
A E A E
A E
⋅ + ⋅
⋅
=
∑
∑    [9] 
 
 
where E is the Young’s modulus, A is the cross section, subscripts st and lam denote 
respectively  the crack stopper and the laminate (or the monolithic aluminium). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L 
W 
st t   lam t  
st W  
2a0 
Figure 4.3: Series C and Series S F specimen geometry 
Table 4.4: Geometrical parameters of Series B and Series E specimens  
Spec.  Skin material  W 
[mm] 
WSt 
[mm] 
L 
[mm] 
2a0 
[mm] 
tSt 
[mm] 
Tlam 
[mm] 
   
[-] 
C1  Glare 3 5/4 0.5  200  25  500  25  1.5  3.06  0.17 
C2  Glare 3 5/4 0.5  200  25  500  25  1.5  3.06  0.17 
F  2024 T3  200  25  500  25  1.5  1  0.22 
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4.3  Materials properties 
 
4.3.1  Titanium Straps 
 
The combination of high strength to weight ratio, excellent mechanical properties, and 
high stiffness makes titanium the best material choice for fatigue applications. In this 
case, the crack stopper is a strap which works in high fatigue load configuration and it 
has to have excellent fatigue behaviour. Ti 10V 2Fe 3Al is a solute lean beta titanium 
alloy and its main properties are shown in Table 4.5:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The MIL HDBK 5H does not provide the S N curve for the Ti 10V 2Fe 3Al, but the 
fatigue  strength  limit  was  found  in  an  web  database  [10]  and  Table  4.6  shows  the 
fatigue strength limit for different configurations and number of cycles.  
 
Mechanical property  Value  Comments 
Fatigue strength  1000 MPa  10
6 
 Cycles, unnotched 
Fatigue strength  450 MPa  10
7
 Cycles, notched with Kt=3 
Fatigue strength  700 MPa  10
4
 Cycles, notched with Kt=3 
Fatigue strength  800 MPa  10
7 
 Cycles, unnotched 
 
 
 Table 4.5: Titanium crack stoppers properties [10]  
Material  Ti 10V 2Fe 3Al 
Density  4.7 g/cc. 
Modulus of elasticity  110 GPa 
Shear modulus  47 GPa 
Poisson’s ratio  0.33 
Tensile strength,  ultimate  1250 MPa 
Tensile strength , yield  930 MPa 
Elongation at failure  17% 
 Table 4.6: Fatigue strength of titanium crack stoppers configurations [10]  4.  Experimental Programme 
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4.3.2  Adhesive system 
 
The  adhesive  system  used  for  bonding  the  crack  stoppers  on  the  Glare  skin  is  the 
FM®94 K 0.6  produced  by  Cytec®.  The  properties  of  the  adhesive  system  are 
summarized in Table 4.7  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4  Manufacturing process 
 
4.4.1  Assembling 
 
The specimens have been manufactured in the laboratory of the Faculty of Aerospace 
Engineering  of  TU  Delft.  The  specimen  configuration  has  been  made  by  bonding 
titanium  alloy  straps  on  the  Glare  3 5/4 0.4  and  Al  2024 T3  sheet  panels  in  a 
symmetrical configuration (illustrated in Figure 4.4). Before bonding, strips of FM® 94 
film  adhesive  have  been  cut,  and  the  straps  and  the  laminate  have  been  properly 
assembled  in  the  clean  room.  After  the  assembly  the  specimen  was  cured  in  the 
autoclave.  
 
 
 
Table 4.7: Adhesive system properties [11]  
Adhesive system  FM 94 –K 0.6 
Thickness  0.6 mm 
Carrier  Polyester knit 
Shear modulus  823 MPa ( 24°C) 
Ultimate shear stress  48.2 MPa 
Ultimate shear strain  0.1934 in/in 
Figure 4.4: Specimens configurations   
Strap 
adhesive 
Panel 
Clamping 
area 
Series A  Series B  Series C 4.  Experimental Programme 
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4.4.2  Autoclave process 
 
To obtain a good performance of the crack stoppers and to avoid their early debonding, 
the bonding process was carried out in an autoclave at the temperature of 120°C, at a 
maximum pressure of 6 bars. After the specimens assembly, they were put inside the 
vacuum bag and inserted into the autoclave for the curing process (Figure 4.5).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.5: The TU Aerospace Faculty autoclave 
 
 
This  process  implies  that  the  straps  and  the  panel  are  bonded  together  at  a  high 
temperature  (120°C)  and  are  cooled  down  in  bonded  condition.  The  difference  in 
thermal expansion coefficients for the Glare and titanium causes residual stresses in the 
laminate after curing. At 120°C the epoxy adhesive starts to solidify by building cross 
links  in  the  material.  When  cooling  down  from  the  initial  (assumed)  stress free 
temperature  at  120°C,  the  Glare  sheet  shrink  more  than  the  titanium  straps.  The 
contraction is prevented and leads to tension in the Glare panel and compression in the 
titanium straps (Figure 4.6). 
 
 
Figure 4.6: a) Thermal expansion phase (stress free temperature 120°C), b) Cooling phase (room 
temperature). 
a)  b) 
Titanium straps 
Adhesive layer 
panel 
2
L
 
Dotted lines indicate 
what the material 
would have done 
during cooling, when 
there would have been 
no bond. 4.  Experimental Programme 
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Figure  4.6  shows  schematically  what  happens  during  the  curing  process.  This 
phenomenon  is  present,  with  a  different  magnitude,  also  for  monolithic  aluminium 
specimens.  In  the  analytical  model  this  effect  has  been  neglected  for  double  straps 
configuration, because it is localized only in the straps surrounding area and, when the 
crack is large enough, most of the material is already damaged and this effect should not 
be  so  evident.  Table  4.8  shows  the  thermal  expansion  coefficients  for  the  different 
constituents, compared with Glare 3 5/4 0.4. 
 
Table 4.8 Thermal expansion coefficients [17].       
 
 
4.4.3  Bending effect due to curing process 
 
The  curing  process  causes  a  state  of  tensile  stress  in  the  laminate  and  a  state  of 
compressive stress in the straps. It follows that the strap bends due to the compressive 
stress  distribution  along  the  longitudinal  direction.  Due  to  the  symmetrical  position 
bending  should  not  occur  theoretically, but  due  to the  manual  manufacturing,  some 
bending effects occurred in some specimens, especially in the double straps specimens, 
as shown in Figure 4.7 a).    
 
Figure 4.7: a) Specimen bending due to curing effect, b) stress distribution due to specimen bending 
 
The amount of the bending moment has been calculated measuring the displacement “δ” 
of the longitudinal middle line of the skin. The bending of the specimen causes the 
presence of a tensile stress on the upper face of the laminate and a compressive stress on 
the lower face. This effect is represented in Figure 4.7 b) in which the moment Mx 
Aluminium  Prepreg 0°  Prepreg 90°  Titanium  Glare 3-5/4-0.4 
1 6 C 10 22
− ° − ⋅  
1 6 C 10 6.1
− ° − ⋅  
1 6 C 10 26
− ° − ⋅  
1 6 C 10 9.7
− ° − ⋅  
1 6 C 10 19.3
− ° − ⋅  
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represents the equivalent bending moment that causes a displacement equal to δ. The 
bent neutral line is the arc of a circle and, using the Pythagoras theorem, it is possible to 
calculate the radius of this circle.   
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The equations used to calculate the bending stress are listed below, 
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where all the parameters refer to the skin, and E is the Young’s modulus , Ix is the 
moment of inertia of the skin and z is the coordinate through the skin thickness. For this 
investigation only the specimens with double straps were considered, because in the 
other specimens the bending effect was so small to be neglected. All the parameters are 
summarized in Table 4.9.  
 
Table 4.9: Bending effect on specimens A1, A2 and D 
 
 
From this calculation it is evident that the bending effect is small and that resulting 
bending stresses can be neglected in the analysis of crack growth.  
 
 
4.5  Testing machines  
 
4.5.1  50 Tons testing machine 
 
The specimens were tested in the 50 Tons servo hydraulic, closed loop mechanical and 
computer controlled testing machine at a frequency of 10 Hz. The machine is composed 
by a servo hydraulic actuator (6), controlled by a close loop control computer (2) that 
processes the input/output signal and shows it in the monitor (3). The control console 
(1) allows moving the actuator manually to setup the specimen between the clamps in 
the correct position. All the different parts of the machine are represented in Figure 4.9, 
while in Figure 4.10 the binocular microscope is shown. 
SPEC. 
left δ  
[mm] 
right δ  
[mm] 
average δ  
[mm] 
R  
[mm] 
E  
[N/mm
2] 
max
y σ  
[N/mm
2] 
A1  3.52  1.42  2.47  12653  63634  5 
A2  1.42  1.27  1.34  23321  63634  2.72 
D  3.32  2.62  3.47  9000  72400  4 4.  Experimental Programme 
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Figure  4.9:  50  Tons  testing  machine  of  the  Aerospace  department  of  TU  Delft  ;1)  control  console, 
2)Control machine computer, 3) Monitor, 4) Lights, 5) C series  specimen,  6) Clamping system, 7) Servo 
hydraulic actuator. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Binocular microscope 
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4.5.2  Ultrasonic C-scan machine 
 
The ultrasonic C scanning technique is a non destructive inspection technique in which 
a  short  pulse  of  ultrasonic  energy  is  introduced  into  a  sample.  Measurement  of  the 
received pulse indicates the attenuation of the transmitted pulse caused by defects. The 
attenuation of the pulse is influenced by voids, delaminations, state of resin cure, the 
fibre volume fraction and any foreign inclusions present. 
 The ultrasonic C scanning technique has been selected to investigate the delamination 
shape  of  the  central  crack  stoppers  for  the  Series  C  specimens  to  compare  the 
delaminated area provided by the C scan investigation with the real shape obtained after 
removing the crack stoppers. An image of the ultrasonic C scan machine of the Faculty 
of Aerospace Engineering of TU Delft is presented in the Figure 4.11   
 
 
Figure 4.11: Ultrasonic C scan test machine of the Aerospace department of the TU Delft. a) Signal 
generator, b) Specimen scanning (transmitter view), c) Specimen scanning (receiver view), 
d) Post processing image.  
 
 
 
 
d) 
a) 
c) 
b) 
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After scanning the surface, the Midas NDT Zeus 2.0® software package processes all 
the data and the delaminated area is shown in the monitor, as presented in Figure 4.12. 
The different colours of the image show the level of the signal attenuation due to the 
debonded surface.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Desktop of the Midas software. 1) Interfaces delaminated areas, 2) Skin area, 3) Crack 
stoppers delaminated area, 4) Crack stoppers bonded area, 5) Analysis histogram. 
 
Figure 4.12 shows the post processed image of the scanned surface. The dark area (2) 
represents the skin material, the grey area (4) represents the crack stoppers surface, and 
the light blue surfaces represent the delaminated areas: (1) for the skin and (3) for the 
crack stoppers. In the upper right position the histogram window is shown (5), which 
gives  information  about  the  size  of  the  delaminated  areas  and  the  value  of  the 
attenuation in the selected area. The main parameter that has been extrapolated from 
this  investigation  is  the  crack  stoppers  delamination  shape,  which  is  a  fundamental 
parameter to be implemented in the analytical method.  
 
 
Signal 
frequency 
Resolution  Dynamic 
range 
Sensitivity  Skin 
attenuation 
Crack 
stopper 
attenuation 
Debonded 
area 
attenuation 
10 MHz  0.5 mm
2  81 Db  1 Db  30 32 Db  48 50 Db  81 Db 
Table 4.10: Characteristics of the C scan performed on SERIE C test specimens  
5
1
2
4 3
1
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4.5  Measurement technique 
 
To measure the parameters (crack length, delamination shape and crack opening shape) 
in  the  experiments,  three  measurement  techniques  have  been  used.  To  measure  the 
crack lengths during the crack propagation tests, visual measurements with monocular 
and binocular microscopes have been used, in addition to a digital imaging acquisition 
using a 5 Mega pixel digital camera. The Measurement of the crack opening shape was 
carried out using digital camera adopting the colour pixel technique [2]. To measure the 
delamination shapes the same digital camera was used after the outer aluminium layers 
were etched. To measure the delamination underneath the crack stoppers, the ultrasonic 
C scan  technique  has  been  used  before  visual  destructive  investigation.  All  these 
measurement techniques are presented in this section.  
 
4.6.1  Crack growth measurement  
 
All crack lengths have been measured by taking the average of the crack on the left side 
and the right side of the notch for both sides of the specimens. An example of the crack 
length definition is given in Figure 4.13. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Crack length definition 
The monocular allows a 10X magnification view of the crack, and it has over a length 
of 16 mm an accuracy of 0.1mm. To validate the accuracy of the visual measurement, 
some pictures have been taken with the digital camera and then processed using Paint 
Shop Pro 7® software package. The post processing was extensively used to investigate 
the crack opening contour as is explained in the next section. The use of the graph paper 
allowed easier measurement of large crack lengths. To measure the crack length, the 
tests were automatically stopped after a fixed numbers of cycles, and the measurement 
was performed, and than the picture was taken.   
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4.6.2  Crack opening shape measurement  
 
The objective of the crack opening shape investigation is to obtain the crack opening 
contour  of  fatigue  cracks  in  the  CCT  specimens  under  maximum  applied  fatigue 
loading. The crack opening contour, v(x), is necessary to validate the theoretical crack 
opening shape utilized in the prediction model. During the fatigue tests, the specimens 
were loaded to the maximum fatigue load Smax to obtain the maximum crack opening. 
With the digital camera the images were captured and stored from the open crack at 
several crack length. An example of such an image is presented in Figure 4.14 
 
 
 
Half saw cut 
     
6° segment  5° segment  4° segment  3° segment  2° segment  1° segment 
   
 
Figure 4.14: Example of crack opening shape measurement 
 
 
Figure 4.14 illustrates the measurements procedure of the large crack lengths. The crack 
length was divided in N segments of 10 mm, for each segment a picture was taken and 
then  the  image  was  stored.  This  technique  allows  obtaining  better  zoomed  quality 
images  and  consequently  a  better  investigation.  The  resolution  of  the  all  images  is 
2288x1712  pixels  and  the  dimension  of  one  pixel  is  0.0045  x  0.0045  mm.  The 
calibration has been done fixi ng the zoom of the camera in order to obtain the same 
dimension for each image. From the captured images, the crack length was determined 
at a number of locations along the crack length using a criterion based on the pixel 
colour [2], see Figure 4.15. In order to use this criterion, each image was filtered to 
obtain  a  stronger  contrast  between  the  cracked  area  and  the  un cracked  area.  This 
operation was performed for the small crack length images, because the crack contour 
was not clearly defined. Two different kinds of filtering techniques were selected: 2 bits 4.  Experimental Programme 
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image and 4 bits image. The main purpose of this operation is to reduce the number of 
the colours, improving the difference in contrast between the cracked area and the un 
cracked area. In some images this difference was not clearly defined, and in this case 
the 2 bits image reduction has been used, for all the other images the 4 bits reduction 
has been used. After this reduction procedure, the crack itself contains black pixels, 
while the aluminium consists mainly of different colour pixels. The edge of the crack 
was determined based on the different colours. An example of the approach followed 
for small crack length is presented in Figure 4.15. 
 
 
Figure 4.15: Small crack length image post processing 
 
Once an image of a small crack length has been taken, the crack opening 2v(x) was 
determined at a number of locations along the crack length. These locations are marked 
with white dots in the Figure 4.15. The distance between each location depends on the 
crack length, for large crack length the distance is 5 mm, while for small crack lengths 
the distance is 2.5 mm. However, smaller values have been used for locations close to 
the  crack  tip.  Increasing  the  number  of  the  locations  improves  the  accuracy  of  the 
investigation, but the measuring time increases as well. An example of the obtained 
crack  opening  shapes  for  different  crack  lengths  is  presented  in  Figure  4.16.  From 
Figure 4.15 it is possible to see the crack flanks roughness. This required the calculation 
of  an  average  value  of  2v(x)  along  each  location  where  the  measurements  were 
performed. 
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Figure 4.16: Example of the crack opening shape for different fatigue crack length in the specimen 2A 
measured from the saw cut tip (x=12.5) to the crack tip. 
4.6.3  Delamination shape measurement  
 
The assessment of the delamination shape can be performed in several ways. Two main 
techniques  are  the  non destructive  ultrasonic  C scanning  of  the  laminate,  and  the 
destructive etchings of the outer aluminium layers, revealing the subsurface interface 
containing  the  delamination  contour.  Both  techniques  have  advantages  and 
disadvantages that are summarized in the Table 4.11. 
An example of the shape of the delaminated areas is presented in Figure 4.17. This 
picture shows the bulge in the outer aluminium layer due to the delamination at the 
interface between aluminium and fibre layer. 
 
Table 4.11 Comparison between destructive and non destructive inspection for delamination assessment 
  Ultrasonic C- scanning  Chemical etching 
 
 
Advantage 
•  Non destructive test. 
•  Possibility to investigate the 
delamination areas during the fatigue 
crack propagation tests. 
•  Possibility to see how the 
delamination shape grows. 
 
•  Provides more accurate delamination 
shape at the interface. 
•  Insensitivity about external ambient. 
 
 
Disadvantage 
•  Superposition of the delaminated 
areas, which results in a 
superimposed C scan shape which 
could be larger than each individual 
shape. 
•  The quality of the results depends on 
the experience of the operator and on 
the machine setting. 
 
•  The delamination size obtained can 
differ from the delamination size at 
the inner aluminium/fibre interfaces. 
This fact is due to the mixed fracture 
mode at the interface adjacent to the 
outer aluminium layer.  
•  Can be applied only after the crack 
propagation test is finished. 
•  Impossibility the monitoring of the 
evolution of the delamination shape.   
a= 68.1 mm 
a= 52.4 mm 
a=43.3 mm 
a= 40.6 mm 
a= 28.62 
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Delaminated surfaces 
  
     Figure 4.17 Delaminated areas of Series A (left) and Series B (right) specimens. 
 
4.6.4  Chemical Etching technique 
 
To investigate the skin delamination areas, the technique of etching the outer aluminium 
layers was utilized in this investigation. Etching the aluminium layers is a chemical 
process where the outer aluminium layer is removed at a controlled speed. Once the 
fatigue crack propagation tests were finished, the aluminium layers were etched away 
and  the  delamination  shapes  were  evaluated.  The  etching  rate  depends  on  the 
concentration, the temperature of the sodium hydroxide (NaOH) bath and the amount of 
already  dissolved  aluminium  [2].  In  Table  4.12  the characteristics  of  the  performed 
etching process are given.  
 
 
Table 4.12: Characteristics of the used chemical etching bath  
Solution  Concentration  Etching speed  Temperature  N° of specimens  Time required 
NaOH  120g/liter 
(saturated) 
0.05 mm/min 
( for each side) 
60/ 70°C  6  90 min 
 
To obtain a good aluminium layer etching, the primer layer was removed using sand 
paper. This operation increases the etching rate and improves the quality of the process. 
After the surface was sanded, the specimen was etched, see Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19. 
Once the outer  aluminium layer is etched  away, the delamination shape on the sub 
prepreg  layer  is  clearly  visible.  However,  this  etching  process  requires  attention, 
because  the  solution  starts  acting  on  the  prepreg  layer  after  the  outer  aluminium  is 
etched, which can damage the delaminated surface. Figure 4.20 shows how the surface 
looks at the end of the etching process. 
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               Figure 4.18:  NaOH Etching bath                              Figure 4.19: Specimens during etching   
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Figure 4.20 Example of the etched surface.  
 
Figure 4.20 represents the etched surface of a Series A specimen. In the zoomed area 
the different zones that characterize the delaminated area are identified. It is possible to 
see small black aluminium particles left on the surface (1), where the black colour is 
due to the etching process. It is also visible the trace of the crack line (2), the semi 
burned  prepreg  surface  (3),  the  thin  film  of  adhesive  that  is  in  the  aluminium/fibre 
interface (4) , and the saw cut tip (5), that is the delamination starting point.   
In each specimen four delamination areas are present; two for each side. This means 
that a large amount of pictures have been taken to investigate the delamination shape. 
The technique used to perform this investigation is similar to the one used for the crack 
opening investigation. Each image has a resolution of 1344 x 1024 pixels, and one pixel 
is 0.055 x 0.055 mm. The calibration has been done fixing the zoom of the camera in 
order to obtain the same dimension for each image. In this case it is not necessary to 
have the highest quality image, as required in the crack opening investigation, but a 
normal  quality  resolution  is  acceptable,  because  of  the  larger  dimension  of  the 
delamination shape.  4.  Experimental Programme 
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Figure 4.21: Delamination shape measurement locations 
 
Figure 4.21 illustrates the selection of delamination shape measurement locations. After 
the image was imported into Paint Shop Pro 7® imagining software, the delamination 
contour was divided into three zones, the first one is the zone close to the crack tip, the 
second one is the central zone, and the third one is the zone close to the saw cut tip. The 
delamination contour was marked with white spots where the delamination height was 
measured (Figure 4.21), and the distance between each spots is 1 mm in the first and 
third zone, and 5 mm in the second zone. This differentiation provided to improve the 
quality of the shape reproduction in those zones in which a large delamination size 
variation is present. The distance 2b(x) between two opposite points was measured and 
stored, and it was divided by 2 in order to obtain the average half delamination size for 
each location. This procedure was repeated for each captured image, and an example of 
the results obtained is presented in Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.22: Example of delamination shape measurement 4.  Experimental Programme 
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4.6.5  The straps debonding measurement 
 
The strap debonding shape is an important parameter, because it is strictly related to the 
bridging  effect  of  the  straps.  The  investigation  of  these  debonding  was  carried  out 
following two different ways: 1) investigation using the non destructive ultrasonic C 
scan, 2) direct visual destructive investigation removing the straps. The advantages and 
the disadvantages of these two different techniques are the same given in Table 4.12. 
The debonding shapes at the rear and front side of the specimen are superimposed to 
obtain an average debonding shape. The procedure of this superposition of debonding 
shapes is illustrated in Figure 4.23. 
 
 
 
 
 
a)  b)  c) 
Adhesive  Strap  Strap  Adhesive 
Front side  Rear side 
 
Figure 4.23: Example of   strap debonding shape in specimen 1C. a) Front side b) Rear side c) 
Superimposed images. 4.  Experimental Programme 
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The two straps, one for each side of the specimen, present two different debonding 
shapes; the front side debonding shape (a) is shown on the left, whereas the rear side 
debonding  shape  (b)  can  be  seen  in  the  right  side.  The  central  image  shows  the 
superposition of the two shapes (c), in which the red colour refers to the image b) and 
the  black  colour  refers  to  the  image  a).  The  debonding  process  interested  only  the 
interface surface between adhesive and strap, while the interface surface between Glare 
and adhesive remained bonded. The adhesive surface presents two different zones: the 
zone near the crack line is a “fatigue debonding area”, while the light white coloured 
area, distant from the crack line, is a “static debonding area”, obtained after the strap 
was removed manually.   
 
 The  measurement  was  carried  out  with  the  same  approach  applied  for  the  skin 
delamination shape measurement. To obtain an average shape for the debonded area, 
some points along the adhesive width were taken, at a distant of 2.5 mm from each 
other. In order to trace the average shape line, the middle points between the red and the 
black  line  were  marked  and  linked  to  each  other,  generating  an  average  debonding 
shape as illustrated with the blue line in Figure 4.24 a). 
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       Figure 4.24: a) Example of the strap debonding measurement technique, b) example of the average 
value for the half debonded length. 
   
4.7  Data Evaluation 
 
Once the crack length measurements were performed and the data was available for 
evaluation,  commonly  available  techniques  for  scatter  reduction  were  applied.  The 
ASTM E 647 [12] standard provides a method to carry out the crack growth rate and a 
method to reduce this scatter. The first is the “Point to Point method” and the second is 
the” Seven Point Polynomial Incremental method”. The “Point to Point method” for 4.  Experimental Programme 
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computing the crack growth rate simply involves calculating the slope of the straight 
line  connecting  two  adjacent  data  points  on  the  a  versus  N  curve.  It  is  formally 
expressed as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) N N a a
dN
da
i i
a
− − = 




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+ + 1 1 /  
 
The  “Seven  Point  Polynomial  Incremental  method”  involves  fitting  a  second order 
polynomial to sets of seven successive data points, as described in [13]. The second 
method allows reducing the scatter in the data, but it is sensitive for data points that 
deviate significantly from the trend in the data. For this reason the extreme data points 
were  eliminated using engineering judgement prior to application of the polynomial 
method.  An  illustration  of  the  difference  between  the  two  methods  is  presented  in 
Figure 4.25.  
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Figure 4.25: Example of crack growth rate visualization 
 
The scatter present at the right hand side of the graph is mainly due to the difficulty to 
measure the crack when it is close to the crack stopper edge, because of the presence of 
the adhesive fillet and the step due to the change of thickness between the skin surface 
and the strap surface, as shown in Figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26: Example of correct and not correct position of the monocular microscope 
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4.8  Experimental Results and discussion 
 
Most of the experimental observations consist of crack length versus number of cycles 
data sets, which can be transformed into crack growth rate versus crack length data. The 
results  concerning  delamination  shape  versus  crack  length  and  crack  opening  shape 
versus crack length are present in the next sections. 
 
 Each  specimen geometry has been tested in the 50 Tons fatigue testing machine, as 
explained in section 4.5.1, at a frequency of 10 Hz, and a stress ratio of R = 0.05. All the 
specimen configurations were tested at two stress levels, 100 MPa and 120 MPa, except 
for the specimen A1 that was tested at 116 MPa and R=0.02, due to a trivial error in the 
configuration of the testing machine. An overview of fatigue tests performed to validate 
the method is given in Table 4.13  
 
 
Table 4.13: Test matrix of performed fatigue tests (Slam=stress into the laminate, Sst=stress into the strap). 
Fatigue load  Crack Length   
Spec. 
 
configuration  Slam 
(MPa) 
Sst 
(MPa) 
R 
 
N° of 
cycles   ain 
(mm) 
afin 
(mm) 
 
Notes 
 
A1 
 
116 
 
225 
 
0.02 
 
170.000 
 
25 
 
75 
Error in the 
testing 
machine set up 
A2 
 
 
Lateral straps 
(Glare3 5/4 0.4) 
 
100  153  0.05  382.000  25  75   
  
B1  120  232  0.05  62.000  25  83.65   
  
B2 
 
 
Central broken straps 
(Glare3 5/4 0.4) 
 
100  153  0.05  146.000  25  82   
  
 
C1 
 
120 
 
232 
 
0.05 
 
430.000 
 
25 
 
59.47 
Strap broken at 
422.000 cycles 
 
C2 
 
 
Central intact straps 
 (Glare3 5/4 0.4) 
 
 
100 
 
153 
 
0.05 
 
1.000.000 
 
25 
 
47.17 
Strap broken at 
992.000 cycles 
 
D 
Lateral straps 
(2024 T3) 
 
100 
 
153 
 
0.05 
 
7800 
 
25 
 
76 
 
  
 
E 
Central broken straps 
(2024 T3) 
 
100 
 
153 
 
0.05 
 
420 
 
25 
 
  
Specimen 
broken at 420 
cycles 
 
F 
Central intact straps 
(2024 T3) 
 
100 
 
153 
 
0.05 
 
243.200 
 
25 
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4.8.1  Crack growth rate in double lateral straps geometry 
 
 The effect of the lateral crack stoppers on the crack growth behaviour is quite evident, 
in the case of large crack lengths. Due to the high stiffness of the titanium straps, the 
stress of the skin is strongly reduced when the crack approaches to the strap edge. This 
phenomenon is visible in right hand side of the graphs in Figure 4.27.  
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Figure 4.27: Comparison between the measured crack growth rate of specimen A1 and A2 
 
Furthermore, the two graphs (which refer to different stress conditions) show a different 
slope in their final part. Figure 4.28 shows the physical phenomenon of load transfer 
around the crack tip through the net section of the crack stoppers.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.28: Load transfer effect duo to the lateral crack stoppers 
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The large initial crack growth rate in Fig 4.27 is the result of the cut fibres in the large 
starter  notch,  which  leads  to  higher  stress  intensity  factors  at  the  crack  tip  in  the 
aluminium layers. As soon as the crack starts propagating, the fibres become effective 
and  the  “bridging  effect”  reduces  the  stress  intensity  factor  at  the  crack  tip.  This 
behaviour  is  less  evident  for  small  starter  notches,  but  is  still  present.  Figure  4.29 
illustrated qualitatively the two starting notch conditions. 
        
       Figure 4.29: Comparison between bridging stresses action for large and small starter notches 
 
 
Referring to Figure 4.29, a is the generic crack length, a0 is the half saw cut length. In 
the case a) the fibres displaced along the distance “d” provide a stress reduction at the 
crack tip; whereas, in the case b), due to the absence of fibres along the distance “d” the 
stress intensity factor at the crack tip is higher because the bridging stress is not present. 
It is clear that the configuration b) has a higher value of the Stress Intensity Factor 
(S.I.F.) than the configuration a). The behaviour of monolithic aluminium specimens is 
different;  for  a  given  crack  length,  in  both  configurations  the  stress  intensity  factor 
presents  the  same  value,  because  no  stress  reduction  mechanism  is  present  for  a 
monolithic aluminium specimen. 
 
4.8.2  Crack growth rate in broken central straps geometry 
 
In this condition, the strap transfers load into the skin, that tends to open the crack, and 
so the S.I.F. increases with respect to the case of flat panel (without strap). This results 
in higher crack growth rate with respect to the flat panel. 
Figure 4.30 shows the crack growth behaviour of the Series B specimens. The “stress 
flow” that “runs” inside the strap can not overpass the crack and it is totally transferred 
to the skin, resulting in an increase of the stress intensity at the crack tip. 
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Figure 4.30 Comparison between the measured crack growth rate of specimen B1  and B2 
 
The stress along the crack stopper is almost zero when approaching the crack plane and 
for this reason strap debonding does not occur. Figure 4.31 illustrates how the “stress 
flow” from the broken strap is transferred to the skin and around the skin crack tip, 
increasing  the  stress  intensity  factor.  In  this  configuration  the  interface  between  the 
strap and the skin is not shear stressed, because the relative displacement is negligible. 
For this configuration, the crack growth rate increases over the complete crack growth 
phase, except for the initial phase, until the crack reaches the specimen edge.   
 
 
Figure 4.31: Illustration of the broken central strap load transfer. 
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4.8.3  Crack growth rate in intact central straps geometry 
 
Contrary to the case of broken central straps, the geometry with intact central straps 
provides a reduction of the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. The crack growth 
starts very slowly as result of the “bridging effect” of the strap, which is stiffer than the 
skin  and  attracts  more  load,  decreasing  the  stress  intensity  at  the  crack  tip.  This 
behaviour can be observed in Figure 4.32. 
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Figure 4.32: Comparison between the measured crack growth rate of specimen C1 and C2 
 
 
For  both  load  conditions,  the  crack  growth  rate  is  very  small.  Differently  from  the 
behaviour of the other specimen configurations, the initial slope of the crack growth rate 
curve is positive and the crack growth rate initially increases. Due to the central intact 
strap,  the  initial  crack  growth  behaviour  approaches  the  un notched  skin  behaviour, 
where the crack growth increases until the crack length is large enough to activate the 
fibre bridging effect to decrease the crack growth rate. 
 
In  this  geometry,  the  strap  debonding  occurs  because  of  the  difference  in  relative 
displacement  between  the  two  bonded  elements.  This  phenomenon  influences 
significantly the crack growth in the skin. The strap behaves as an extra “large fibre” 
that, due to its higher stiffness, attracts a large part of the load (load transfer), reducing 
the stress intensity factor at the crack tip. The adhesive plays a fundamental rule in this 
phenomenon,  because  the  cyclic  shear  stress  is  directly  related  to  the  load  transfer. 
Figure 4.33 shows schematically the load transfer mechanism. 
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 Figure 4.33: Load transfer mechanism duo to the cyclic shear stress in the adhesive between skin and 
straps. 
 
4.8.4  Straps debonding investigation 
 
After the fatigue tests on the Series C specimens were completed, the investigation of 
the straps debonding was carried out in two different ways. The specimens were first 
scanned  with  the  ultrasonic  C scan  machine  and  then  the  straps  were  removed 
manually. In order to remove the straps a chisel was used as Figure 4.34 a shows. The 
second step provided the most accurate information, although the splitting operation 
could produce small alteration in the fatigue debonded surface. The images obtained 
with the C scan investigation are a superposition of the two debonded shapes at both 
sides of the specimen (Figure 4.34 b) and in addition, the results could be also affected 
by the sensitivity of the machine or by external perturbations. 
 
 
Figure 4.34: Illustration of the relation between the debonded areas at each interface and the debonded 
area measured with the C scan. 
 
In Figure 4.35 the images of the different debonding shapes of the two load conditions, 
120  MPa  and  100  MPa,  are  presented.  In  the  images  it  is  clearly  visible  that  the 
debonding shape of the 120 MPa load condition is larger compared to the 100 MPa load 
condition. In both case the strap in the rear side failed. For the 120 MPa load condition 
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the strap failed after 992.000 cycles and after 425.000 cycles for the 100 MPa load 
condition. The fatigue failure of the strap was caused by the overloading related to the 
crack growing. As already explained in section 4.6.5, the images of the front and rear 
side  about  to  the  same  load  condition  have  been  superimposed.  Taking  the 
superimposed image an average shape was defined and stored. 
 
Figure 4.35 Comparison of the strap debonding shape between 120 MPa and 100 MPa load conditions 
for both sides.(In each picture, Lup/dw of front side coincides with Rup/dw of rear side). 
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Figure 4.36: Superposition of the C scan image and the real image for the 120 MPa load condition (left), 
and the 100MPa load condition (right). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.37: Superposition of the C scan images (specimen C1). 
   
First scansion 
Second scansion 
Third scansion 
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Figure 4.36 presents the superposition of the c scan shape and the real delamination 
shape of the C1 specimen (left) and C2 specimen (right). The C scan image does not 
provide the real shape and size of the debonded area, but can give only a general idea. 
For specimen C1 three scans have been performed: the first one two hours after the 
fatigue test was completed, the second one four days after and the third one five days 
after. Each scanning presented different shape and size, as shown in Figure 4.37.  
 
To explain these differences some hypothesis has been made: 
 
•  “Kissing” bonded surface 
 
Due to the high working stress level of the element and its strong adhesion to the skin 
surface, it can happen that two debonded surfaces remain in contact and pressed against 
each other. This allows the signal to pass through the material reducing the attenuation 
level. 
 
•  Micro water capillarity infiltration through the crack of the crack stopper 
 
Through the crack opening the water can penetrate inside the debonded surfaces and 
taking place in between creating a “bridge” for the acoustic signal. 
 
•  Instrument configuration mistake or post processing mistake 
 
The  image  generated  (C scan  image)  can  be  influenced  by  the  post processing 
manipulation or by a instrument configuration improper setting. These kind of mistakes 
depend directly on the operator experience.  
 
With these considerations in mind, one can conclude that for this kind of damage, the 
ultrasonic C scan machine does not provide reliable information.   
 
 
4.8.5  Skin delamination results 
 
In this section the delamination shapes obtained for the three geometry configuration 
are illustrated. The figure below shows all the delamination shapes obtained after the 
chemical  etching  has  been  performed.  It  is  evident  the  difference  in  the  shape 
magnitude due to the different load levels and due to the extra opening/closing loading 
caused by the titanium elements. Figure 4.38 provides an overview of the delamination 
shapes obtained after the outer aluminium layer was etched. 4.  Experimental Programme 
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Figure 4.38:  Delamination shapes of all geometry types (front side) 
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Figure 4.39: Delamination shape of the specimen A.1 
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Figure 4.40: Delamination shape of the specimen A2. 
 
In Figure 4.39 and 4.40 the delamination shapes of A1 specimen and A2 specimen are 
illustrated. It is possible to see the difference in magnitude between the two shapes 
caused by the difference in stress level. Furthermore, it is possible to observe that the 
right hand side of the graph is truncated; it is due to the presence of the adhesive fillet 
that prevents the delamination observation. In this region of the graphs it is also present 
a kind of deviation of the delamination trend line; it is possible to presume that in this 
region the presence of the strap influences the delamination shape trend.    
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Figure 4.41:Delamination shape of the specimen B1. 
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Figure 4.42: Delamination shape of the specimen B2. 
.  
The  Figures  4.41  and  4.42  show  the  delamination  shape  of  specimens  B1  and  B2. 
Compared with Figures 4.39 and 4.40 it is clear visible the difference in magnitude due 
to the overload caused by the presence of the broken straps. In the left hand side there is 
the truncation due to the presence of the adhesive fillet that prevents the delamination 
shape observation. 
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Figure 4.43: Delamination shape of the specimen C1. 
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Figure 4.44: Delamination shape of the specimen C2. 
 
The  Figures  4.43  and  4.44  illustrate  how  the  delamination  shape  is  for  C1  and  C2 
specimen. A scatter is present in the delamination shapes, especially for C2 specimen. 
The horizontal delamination length is directly related to the crack length; in Figure 4.44 
it is possible to see that between the “rear right crack length” and the “front right crack 
length”  a  difference  of  about  10  mm  is  present.  An  explanation  could  be  given 
considering that the strap debonding process influence the crack growth and the skin 
delamination shape. Another explanation could be found in the not perfect symmetrical 
position of the saw cut. 
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Figure 4.45: Skin delamination shape and strap debonded area of specimen C1 and C2 (front side). The 
white  arrows  indicate  the  “perturbations”  in  the  delamination  shape  due  to  the  strap 
debonding process.  
 
Comparing  the  delamination  shapes  in  Figure  4.45  with  the  delamination  shapes  of 
specimens A1, A2, B1 and B2 presented in Figure 4.38, it is possible to evidence the 
“perturbations”  in  the  delamination  contours  of  specimen  C1  and  C2.  With  these 
considerations in mind, one can conclude that the progressive debonding of the strap 
could influence the skin delamination shape and the “perturbations” found could be 
generated  by  the  plausible  “not symmetrical”  strap  debonding.  The  meaning  of  the 
expression  “not symmetrical”  is  justified  by  observing  the  strap  debonded  areas  in 
Figure 4.35 and 4.45. At this investigation level it is possible to do only hypothesis 
about  this  phenomenon.  To  be  fully  explained  and  understood,  the  strap  debonding 
phenomenon requires more extensive investigations.   
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4.8.6  Crack opening shape results 
 
The objective of the crack opening shape investigation is to obtain the crack opening 
contour of fatigue cracks in CCT specimens under maximum applied fatigue loading. 
The results obtained are shown below. 
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Figure 4.46:  Crack opening shape of the specimen A1.  
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Figure 4.47: Crack opening shape of the specimen A2. 
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Figure 4.48:  Crack opening shape of the specimen B1. 
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Figure 4.49: Crack opening shape of the specimen B2 
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Figure 4.50: Crack opening shape of the specimen C1 
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Figure 4.51 Crack opening shape of the specimen C2 
 
The crack opening shapes are similar for the three geometry types. The differences are 
in the magnitude, due to the different behaviour of the stiffer elements, and in the slope 
in the left hand side. For the A and B series specimens the crack opening decreases 
from the highest value near the saw cut tip ( on the left) to zero value at the crack tip ( 
on the right). For C series specimens the intact strap attracts more load restraining the 
crack opening in the aluminium layers. It is possible to observe in the graphs that in the 
area  near  the  saw cut  the  crack  opening  is  restrained.  For  large  crack  length  this 
phenomenon is less evident due to the occurred crack stoppers debonding that reduce 
the crack opening restraining. 
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Chapter   5 
 
Analytical prediction models for fatigue 
crack growth in FML’s 
 
 
 
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
 
This chapter presents a short overview of the relevant modelling approaches for fatigue 
crack propagation in Fibre Metal Laminates obtained from the literature. The methods 
presented are the method of Marissen [5], the method of Guo and Wu [13, 14] and the 
method of Alderliesten [2, 15]. The first two are briefly presented in section 5.2, while 
the third method is detailed described in section 5.3. The Alderliesten model represents 
the basis for the model discussed in chapter 6 of this thesis.  
 
5.2  Literature review 
 
Since the development of Fibre Metal Laminates, several authors [1 6] have published 
their research on fatigue crack growth in Arall and Glare and have presented methods to 
describe the fatigue crack growth behaviour. In this section two analytical methods will 
be presented: the method of Marissen [5] and the method of Guo and Wu [13, 14]. 
 
5.2.1  Method of Marissen 
 
Marissen [5] presented a two dimensional analytical method for predicting the crack 
growth in ARALL based upon the assumption of a uniform bridging stress distribution 
along  the  crack  line.  The  two  major  phenomena  investigated  by  Marissen  are  the 
delamination growth and the adhesive shear deformation, which together determine the 
crack  opening  in  the  aluminium  layers.  A  relatively  large  discrepancy  between 
predictions and test results occurred, as result of the difference between the assumed 
and  the  observed  delamination  shape.  Based  on  the  energy  release  rate  approach 
(equation 5.1), Marissen described the delamination growth, assuming the delamination 
shape to remain perfectly elliptical.  5.  Analytical prediction models for fatigue crack growth in FML’s 
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d n
d d d G k G C
dN
db
) ( min , max , − =                                                                                  (5.1) 
 
The above equation is the relationship between the delamination growth db/dN and the 
energy release rate G, described in a way similar to the Paris relation. Cd and nd are two 
parameters depending on the adhesive system and related to db/dN in [mm/cycle] and G 
in [MPa mm]. 
 
            Table 5.1:  Material constant for equation (5.1) (db/dN in [mm/cycle] and G in [MPa mm]) 
Adhesive system  Cd  nd  k 
BSL 132 UL  0.55  11  0.69 
AF163 2  0.047  10  0.69 
 
The assumption of the elliptical delamination shape simplifies the method, but appears 
to be incorrect when observing delaminations in Glare.  
Because the adhesive allows shear deformation, the crack will open, resulting in a stress 
intensity  factor  larger  than  zero.  Due  to  the  cyclic  shear  loading  and  cyclic  shear 
deformation, delamination at the interfaces will occur. As result of delamination, the 
fibres elongate over an increased length, reducing the fibre stresses, which in their turn 
reduce the cyclic shear stresses. Marissen attributed the deformation due to cyclic shear 
stresses to the resin rich layer in the fibre/adhesive layer only. For Arall this can be 
physically explained, because analysis of the cross sections of Arall revealed that the 
fibres were located in the centre of the fibre/adhesive layer; leaving resin rich layers 
between the fibres and aluminium, see Figure 5.1.  
 
taluminium 
taluminium 
tresin 
tfibre 
tresin 
    
Figure 5.1  Example of a through thickness fibre distribution in Arall [16]. 5.  Analytical prediction models for fatigue crack growth in FML’s 
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Following the approach of Marissen, the crack growth rate is determined using a Paris 
relation obtained for monolithic aluminium. The total stress intensity factor at the crack 
tip in the aluminium layer is written as 
 
ad al t tot K K K + =   ,                                                                                                        (5.2) 
 
where Kt,al is the stress intensity factor in the aluminium layer due to residual curing 
(Sal,0) stresses and applied stresses (Sal) 
 
( ) a S S C K al al d al t ⋅ − = π 0 , ,                                                                                           (5.3) 
 
and Kad is the stress intensity factor due to the adhesive shear deformation 
 
( ) 




 ⋅
⋅ − ⋅ =
h
a
h S S C C K al al d ad s ad
π
tanh 0 , ,                                                                             (5.4) 
 
where  Cd,  Cs  and  Cad,d  are  factors  correcting  for  respectively  crack  bridging  and 
delamination, the saw cut size and the adhesive shear deformation. The stress Sal,0 is the 
applied stress at which the intensity factor is zero and is determined by the residual 
stresses due to curing. 
 
5.2.2  Method of Guo and Wu 
 
Guo and Wu presented a method [13, 14] in which they determine the stress intensity 
factor at the crack tip in the metal layers based on the applied far field stress and the 
presence of the bridging stress. They derive the relation for the bridging stress, which 
contributes to the stress intensity solution at the crack tip in the aluminium layers, from 
the relations for the crack opening shapes. The approach can be formulated as 
 
 
  + − = + ∞ ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( i br i i ad i fm x u x u x x δ δ                                                                         (5.4) 
 
where  δfm  is  the  extension  of  the  intact  fibres,  δad  is  the  shear  deformation  of  the 
adhesive at the delamination tip, u∞ is the crack opening displacement caused by the 
applied  stress,  ubr  is  the  crack  opening  displacement  by  bridging  stress,   is  the 
deformation of the metal in the delaminated area, which can be neglected, because it is 
significant less than the other crack opening displacement components. Guo and Wu 
derived  the  expression  for  the  crack  opening  displacements  due  to  fibre  elongation, 
adhesive shear deformation and the remote applied stress similarly to Marissen [5] for 
arbitrary delamination shapes. 5.  Analytical prediction models for fatigue crack growth in FML’s 
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Figure 5.2 Bridging stress distributions in centre crack tension Glare specimens [13].  
 
Figure  5.2  shows  the  stress  distribution  calculated  for  a  triangular  and  an  elliptical 
delamination  shape.  It  furthermore  illustrates  that  the  assumption  of  an  elliptical 
delamination  shape  gives  an  almost  constant  bridging  stress  distribution.  Compared 
with the method proposed by Marissen, the extra complexity of the method proposed by 
Guo and Wu is the numerical calculation of the bridging stress along the crack. Since 
most delamination shapes in practice are closer to a triangular shape than an elliptical 
shape,  Guo  and  Wu  already  suggested  that  the  elliptical  delamination  shape  with  a 
constant bridging stress might be questionable.    
 
5.3  Method of Alderliesten  
 
5.3.1  Introduction 
 
The crack growth prediction model presented in this section has been developed by 
Alderliesten and it is part of his PhD thesis [2]. Alderliesten presents the investigation 
into the fatigue crack propagation behaviour and delamination growth behaviour of the 
Fibre  Metal  Laminate  Glare.  This  phenomenon  was  studied  for  constant amplitude 
loading, which is representative of the pressurization loading acting on a fuselage. The 
major concept in that thesis is that the stress intensity factor in the metal layers of a 
Fibre Metal Laminate is the factor determining the extension of the crack under cyclic 
loading. This means that the stress intensity factor can be described with Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics, including the contribution of the fibre layers and the delamination 
[2].  The  aspects  introduced  are  the  fatigue  crack  growth  in  the  aluminium  layers, 
controlled by the stress intensity factor, and the delamination of the aluminium and 
prepreg layers, which occurs in the wake of the propagating crack. The crack opening is 
constrained by the bridging fibre layers, while the stress in these fibre layers determines 
the delamination growth.  5.  Analytical prediction models for fatigue crack growth in FML’s 
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The model developed by Alderliesten describes the crack propagation of fatigue cracks 
in  the  aluminium  layers  and  the  corresponding  delamination  growth  at  the 
aluminium/fibre interfaces in the wake of the crack [1]. In the model the stress intensity 
factor at the crack tip is a function of the far field stress and the crack closing bridging 
stress in the aluminium layers.  
 
br ff tip K K K + =                                                                                                   (5.5) 
 
The bridging stress acting along the crack length is calculated on the basis of the crack 
opening  relations  for  the  individual  mechanisms,  such  as  crack  opening  due  to  the 
prepreg shear deformation, fibre elongation and far field stress. The bridging stress is 
then  used  to  calculate  the  delamination  extension,  using  a  correlation  between  the 
delamination growth rate and the energy release rate, the crack opening contour and 
delamination shape [2]. 
 
The model is presented in four subsequent steps in order to derive the expression for the 
effective stress intensity factor. 
 
1° step 
The first step consists of the assumption that the delamination growth perpendicular to 
the  fatigue  crack  in  the  aluminium  layers,  thus  in  the  loading  direction,  can  be 
calculated by means of a one dimensional configuration. The delamination growth is 
directly related to the stress state. 
 
2° step 
The second step consists in the determination of the bridging stress distribution along 
the  crack  length  for  a  given  fatigue  crack  geometry  in  Glare,  which  includes  the 
delamination shape and crack opening contour under maximum applied load. Both the 
delamination shape and the bridging stresses are related to each other. 
 
3° step 
Once  the  delamination  growth  and  the  bridging  stresses  as  function  of  an  arbitrary 
delamination shape are  known, the actual delamination shape can be determined by 
iteration between the relations derived in the first two steps. 
 
4° step 
The fourth step consists of the derivation of the expression for the stress intensity factor 
due to the bridging Kbr by integrating the effect of the derived stresses over the total 
crack length. The stress intensity factor then can be determined by subtracting the stress 
intensity factor due to bridging from the one due to the, according to equation (5.5). 
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5.3.2  Delamination growth behaviour 
 
The  delamination  occurs  at  the  interface  between  two  different  materials  (isotropic 
aluminium and orthotropic fibre layers), due to the cyclic shear stress present at the 
aluminium/fibre  layer  interface.  To  predict  the  delamination  growth,  the  relation 
between  the  stress  intensity  factor  range  KII  at  the  delamination  boundary  and  the 
delamination growth rate was determined using an empirical Paris type equation similar 
to the mode I crack growth rate da/dN in the aluminium layer and the corresponding 
stress intensity factor range  KI, see Figure 5.3. To avoid detailed calculation of the 
stress intensity factor at the delamination boundary at the interface of two different 
materials, the delamination growth rate was calculated based on the energy release rate 
“G”. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Characteristic curves for mode I crack growth (a) and mode II delamination growth (b) [2]. 
 
Following the energy balance approach for FML’s [5] and using the relation between K 
and G, it is possible to define an expression for G, as given in equations (5.6). 
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where the terms n, t and E denote respectively the number of layers, the layer thickness 
and the Young’s modulus. The subscripts f and al denote respectively the fibre layers 
(90° and 0°) and the aluminium layers, while Sf, Sbr,min and Sbr,max  represent respectively 
the applied fibre stress and the bridging stress at maximum and minimum applied stress 
respectively. 
With the relations for the energy release rate being defined, it is possible to define the 
delamination growth equation as shown in Figure 5.3 b). 
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d d d G k G C
dN
db
) ( min , max , − =                                                                                  (5.7) 
 
 
Assuming that a one dimensional model is effective in describing the delamination in 
Glare, the expression 
min , max , d d G k G −  can be directly derived from the calculated fibre 
stress in the delaminated area. Cd and nd are the Paris constants for a given delamination 
interface.  The  value  k=1,  adopted  by  Alderliesten  for  Glare,  differs  from  the  value 
k=0.69 obtained by Marissen for Arall [5]. The definition of the energy release rate 
incorporates the definition of the material and loading parameters, such as stress range 
and stress ratio. This means that the Paris relation for Glare can be defined independent 
of the Glare grade, lay up and loading conditions. For Glare, the parameters Cd and nd 
were determined for the empirical Paris relation, using equation (5.7). 
 
In order to obtain the relationship between the measured db/dN and the calculated Gd,max, 
Gd,min, 15 delamination specimens were tested stepwise at several subsequent load levels 
by Alderliesten. He observed that the delamination length does not affect the energy 
release  rate  for  delamination,  which  means  that  the  delamination  growth  rate  is 
independent of the delamination length. 
Alderliesten concluded that the delamination resistance under cyclic loading of Fibre 
Metal Laminates depends on the characteristic properties of these laminates, including 
the production process. 
 
5.3.3  Bridging stress for arbitrary crack  
 
The bridging stress is the stress that restrains the crack opening and reduces the stress 
intensity  factor  in  the  aluminium  layers.  The  bridging  stress  is  related  to  the 
delamination shape and the crack opening contour. Marissen [5] and Guo and Wu [13, 
14]  defined  the  bridging  stress  as  the  crack  closing  stress  calculated  on  the  total 
thickness of the laminate, where others defined the bridging stress calculated on the 
aluminium layer thickness. In his method, Alderliesten defined the stress bridging as the 
stress present in the fibre layers that contributes to close the crack and it is determined 
following the approach of Guo and Wu. The definition of the bridging stress is obtained 
by equalling the relations describing the crack opening in the aluminium layers and the 
relations  describing  the  elongation  and  deformation  of  the  fibre  layers  in  the 
delaminated area. 
 
Crack opening due to applied stress and bridging stress 
 
The bridging stress can be determined according to the relation between the extension 
of  the  bridging  fibres  and  the  crack  opening  displacement.  The  crack  opening  of  a 
fatigue crack in an infinite Glare panel at any location x along the crack can be written 
as 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( x v x v x v br ff = −                                                                                                         (5.8) 
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where vff(x)  represents the crack opening caused by the applied stress ( far field stress) 
in the aluminium layers and vbr(x)   denotes the crack closing displacement due to the 
bridging stress. Figure 5.4 explains the meaning of the equation (5.8). 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Definition of the crack opening of an arbitrary crack 
 
The Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics for infinite monolithic sheets containing a crack 
provides the expressions for vff(x) and vbr(x).  
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These  equations  were  calculated  with  the  method  of  crack  opening  as  result  of 
symmetric  point  loads,  described  by  Tada  et  al.  [17].  In  these  equations,  xp  is  the 
coordinate  where  a  fibre  stress  Sbr(xp)    is  applied  on  the  delamination  contour  line 
b(xp),as shown in Figure 5.5. For a given half crack length a, the crack geometry is 
divided  into  N  bar  elements  with  equal  width ( ) N a a w s / − = .  In  each  point  xp  the 
relative fibre stress Sbr(xp)dx is applied and the relative displacement along the crack 
length is given by equations (5.10). 
 
In equation (5.10) the term E is defined as
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The stiffness modulus must be recalculated in the way presented above because the 
crack opening in the aluminium layer, vbr, is due to the bridging stress Sbr into the fibre 
layer. 
 
Figure 5.5: Definition of the crack opening of an arbitrary crack 
 
 
 
Crack opening due to the fibre elongation and deformation 
 
The shear deformation is induced by the cyclic shear stresses at the interface that result 
from the cyclic load transfer from aluminium to the bridging fibre/epoxy layers during 
fatigue  loading  of  the  laminate.  The  cyclic  shear  stresses  at  the  interface  induce  a 
through thickness deformation that contributes to the crack opening in the aluminium 
layers Figure 5.6 (b), and cause delamination growth at the interfaces. 
 
 
 
(a) 
          
Figure 5.6: Typical cross ply lay up for a Glare laminate (a) and the crack opening due to adhesive 
shear    deformation (b)  [2]. 
 
The effective crack opening v(x), can also be attributed to the elongation of the fibres 
over the delaminated length and the deformation of the prepreg layer. 
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) ( ) ( ) ( x x x v pp f δ δ + =                                                                                                (5.11) 
 
δf(x) is the elongation of the fibres due to the actual stresses in the fibre layers including 
bridging stresses and δpp(x) is crack opening due to the prepreg shear deformation. In 
the delaminated area the stress in the aluminium layers is close to zero and can be 
ignored. Equation (5.12) was derived from the Theory of Elasticity applied to the fibres. 
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Figure 5.7: Crack opening due to the fibre elongation 
 
Cross section analysis of Glare laminates does not show the adhesive rich layer which 
was observed in Arall (see Figure 5.1), as shown in Figure 5.8. The reason is that Glare 
is manufactured with unidirectional prepreg layers, obtained by pre impregnating the 
fibres with adhesive instead of stacking dry fabric between adhesive films. As a result, 
the fibres are evenly distributed through the thickness of the prepreg layer with a higher 
overall fibre content. 
 
 
Aluminium 
Aluminium 
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Figure 5.8: Example of a through thickness fibre distribution in Glare [2]. 
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In  his  investigation,  Alderliesten  understood  that  the  prepreg  deformation  does  not 
concern the adhesive deformation only, as Marissen described, but the entire prepreg 
layer, and it is assumed that the fibres are distributed uniformly over the total prepreg 
thickness. The deformation is zero if the delamination is zero, but once delamination 
occurs,  the  prepreg  can  deform.  For  small  delamination  lengths,  the  prepreg  shear 
deformation depends on the delamination length, but after a certain delamination length 
is reached, the magnitude of the prepreg shear deformation becomes independent of the 
delamination length [2].   
 
Figure  5.9:  Illustration  of  the  crack  opening  due  to  prepreg  shear  deformation  of  a  uni directional 
prepreg layer as function of t he delamination length [2]. 
 
For the calculation of δpp(x), the assumptions were elastic material behaviour, tensile 
deformations  in  the  aluminium  and  finite  shear  stiffness  and  tensile  stiffness  in  the 
prepreg [2]. Equilibrium of the forces, tensile  and shear deformations combined with 
Hooke’s law allows to write differential equations (see appendix B of [2]) from which 
relations could be derived, describing the shear stress at the aluminium/fibre interface. 
As  result  of  that  shear  stress,  the  shear  deformation  of  the  prepreg  was  derived  as 
follows 
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Due  to  the  difference  between  uni directional  and  cross ply  prepreg  layers,  two 
expressions were calculated by Alderliesten describing the crack opening due to the 
prepreg deformation 
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where the superscripts UD and CP denote uni directional and cross ply respectively. 
The  subscripts  al  and  f  denote  the  aluminium  and  fibre  layer  respectively  and  the 
numbers 1 and 2 are the two individual prepreg layers in the cross ply. The term F is the 
pp δ  
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stiffness obtained by multiplication of the Young’s modulus with the thickness of all 
layers made of the same constituent material.  
 
al al al al E t n F =             
                                                                                                                                    (5.16) 
fi fi fi fi E t n F =  
 
The term Cb (see appendix B of [2]) is the correction factor which includes the δpp 
dependency on the delamination length b(x) and it is related to the shape in Figure 5.9. It 
is defined as follows 
 
[ ] ) ( sinh ) ( tanh ) ( cosh 1 )) ( ( x b x b x b x b Cb ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ − = α α α                                                  (5.17) 
 
where α is the stiffness parameter defined in Appendix B of [2], and it becomes  αUD for 
uni directional layer and 2αCP for a cross ply layer. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Cb as function of the delamination length b for prepreg with fibres in loading direction and 
prepreg with fibres perpendicular to the loading direction [2]. 
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Fibre layer 
Ef =  54000  MPa 
tf =  0.133  mm 
Ff =  7182  MPamm 
Gf =  900  MPa 
Parameters 
alpha =  0.942205 
L =  20 
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Ef =  9400  MPa 
tf =  0.133  mm 
Ff =  7182  MPamm 
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Derivation of the bridging stress distribution 
 
The bridging stress distribution was determined solving the following equation. 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) x x x v x v pp f br δ δ + = − ∞                                                                                   (5.18) 
 
This equation is obtained by equalling equation (5.8) and (5.11). This is the approach 
followed by Guo and  Wu in their investigation [13, 14].  It was solved numerically 
developing an iterative method in which the crack geometry was divided into N bar 
elements with equal width ( ) N a a w s / − = . 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Crack geometry with total crack length divided into N bar elements. 
 
For a given crack length a, the crack geometry is divided into N bar elements and in 
each middle point xi is applied the force and the relative displacement of the other points 
x is calculated. This calculation is repeated in each loading point where the bridging 
stress is fixed, that means that a summation must be performed, to obtain the whole 
displacement for a given crack length a. 
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The  solution  for  the  bridging  stress  can  be  found  by  substitution  of  equation  (5.9), 
(5.10), (5.12) and (5.15) into equation (5.18). Rewriting it as follows, it is possible to 
solve the equation for a generic crack length a. 
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Inverting the matrix H it is possible to solve the equation and obtain in the bridging 
stress distribution along the crack length. 
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Alderliesten solved equation (5.22), following the above described method, for different 
initial  delamination  shapes,  finding  different  bridging  stress  distributions,  similar  to 
Guo and Wu. Looking for the best matching between analytical data and experimental 
data the parabolic shape was chosen, as shown in equation (5.23),  
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where  as  is  the  half  saw cut.  Alderliesten  concluded  that  the  bridging  stress,  crack 
opening contour and delamination shape are in balance. The Figure 5.12 and 5.13 show 
the bridging stress shape along the crack length for different crack sizes. 
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Figure 5.12: Bridging stress distribution for Glare3 5/4 0.4 for different crack lengths; as=12.5 mm and  
Slam=120 MPa  for the parabolic delamination shape. 5.  Analytical prediction models for fatigue crack growth in FML’s 
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Figure 5.13:   Bridging stress distribution for Glare3 5/4 0.4 of ; a=75 mm, as=12.5 mm and  Slam=120 
MPa  for the parabolic delamination shape. 
 
Determination of the stress intensity factor 
 
The stress intensity factor was determined by superimposing the contributions of the far 
field stress and the bridging stress, as shown in equation (5.5). Since the bridging stress 
for a given configuration is known and the corresponding delamination growth can be 
calculated, the relative stress intensity factor is calculated as follows 
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Where  Sbr,al  is  the  recalculation  of  the  bridging  stress.  Since  the  bridging  stress  is 
defined as a stress present in the fibre/adhesive layers, the bridging stress must to be 
recalculated to the stress for one particular aluminium layer. 
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The Stress Intensity Factor as result of the far field stress present in the aluminium 
layers follows from the Linear Elasticity Theory for monolithic metals. 
a S K al farfield ⋅ = π                                                                                                     (5.26) 
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Finally, the Stress Intensity Factor at the crack tip can be determined superimposing 
equations (5.24) and (5.26) 
 
( ) β ⋅ − = br ff tip K K K                                                                                               (5.27) 
 
where the parameter β is the Dixon correction factor for finite width geometries. 
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In order to calculate the crack growth rate with the Paris relation, an effective Stress 
Intensity  Factor  for  thin  aluminium  sheets  in  Glare  was  determined  introducing  a 
correction factor, presented in the following equation, proposed by Schijve in [8]. 
 
tip eff K R R R K ) 1 ( ) 12 . 0 33 . 0 55 . 0 (
2 − ⋅ + + =                                                                              (5.29) 
 
The crack growth can now be calculated with 
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  =                                                                                                      (5.30) 
 
where  Cg=1.09 10
 11  and  ncg=2.94  are  the  crack  growth  parameters  for  2024 T3  in 
Glare determined in [22]. An example of crack growth rate and stress intensity factor 
visualization is shown in Figure 5.14 and 5.15 respectively.  
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Figure 5.14: Crack growth rate  of Glare3 5/4 0.4   for two different configurations.( a) a=75 mm, 
as=12.5 mm.( b)  a=75 mm, as=2.5 mm. 
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Figure 5.15: Stress Intensity Factor of Glare3 5/4 0.4   for two different configurations. (a) a=75 mm, 
as=12.5 mm.( b) a=75 mm, as=2.5 mm. The SIF is calculated as MPa mm
1/2. 
 
As already explained in Chapter 4 (section 4.8.1), the large initial crack growth rate is 
due to the lack of fibres in the starter notch, and this leads to a higher stress intensity 
factor at the crack tip of the aluminium layers, so inducing a high initial crack growth 
rate. As the crack starts growing, the fibres become effective and the “bridging effect” 
induces the stress intensity factor reduction. This behaviour is less evident for small 
starter notch, but is still present.  
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Figure 5.16: Example of  bridging stress distribution for Glare3 5/4 0.4 for different crack length and for 
two different starter notch length. as=12.5 mm (blue lines), as=2.5 mm (red lines). Slam=120 
MPa for both cases. 
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Figure 5.16 shows graphically what in Chapter 4 (section 4.8.1) was already explained. 
The blue lines represent the higher bridging stress level due to the larger starter notch. 
The red lines represent the lower bridging stress level relevant to the smaller starter 
notch.  It is clear that in each location along the crack length, the bridging stress is 
higher in the case of a larger starter notch. 
 
5.3.4  Delamination shape and crack opening shape 
 
An example of delamination shape and crack opening shape for different crack lengths 
and  for  two  different  starter  notch  lengths  is  illustrated  in  Figure  5.17  and  5.18 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.17: Example of delamination shape for different crack lengths and for two different starter notch 
lengths. as=12.5 mm (blue lines), as=2.5 mm (red lines). Slam=120 MPa and R=0.05 for 
both cases. 
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Figure 5.18 Example of crack opening shape for different crack lengths and for two different starter 
notch lengths. as=12.5 mm (blue lines), as=2.5 mm (red lines). Slam=120 MPa and R=0.05 
for both cases. 82 
 
 
Chapter   6 
 
Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack 
growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
 
 
 
6.1  Introduction 
 
This chapter presents the method used to describe the fatigue behaviour of a stiffened 
panel of Glare. To develop the model describing the effect of stiffening elements on the 
fatigue behaviour of a panel of Glare, the Alderliesten method has been adopted. The 
available  analytical model was modified in order to introduce the variables and the 
parameters  characterizing  the  stiffened  panel  behaviour.  In  section  6.2,  a  general 
description of the problem is presented, focusing on the differences in fatigue behaviour 
of the three investigated geometries. In section 6.3, the Classical Laminate theory, that 
has  been  used  to  calculate  the  laminate  properties,  is  introduced  The  double  lateral 
straps  configuration  modelling  is  described  in  section  6.4,  while  the  central  broken 
straps configuration modelling is presented in section 6.5. The third configuration is 
described in section 6.6 and it refers to the central intact straps geometry. The fatigue 
crack  growth  and  delamination  growth  calculation  approaches  are  described  in 
respectively  section  6.7  and  6.8.  In  section  6.9  a brief  description  of  the  numerical 
calculation is presented. 
 
6.2  General problem description 
 
The  crack  growth  mechanism  of  a  stiffened  panel  differs  from  the  flat  panel  crack 
growth  mechanism  because  the  presence  of  stiffer  elements  influences  the  stress 
distribution along the whole specimen width. The fatigue behaviour is influenced by the 
relative position, size and mechanical characteristics of all the panel constituents, such 
as prepreg layers, aluminium layers and stiffening elements. In this investigation, the 
size and geometry of the Glare panel was fixed using Glare3 5/4 0.4 panel for all the 
configurations; therefore the geometrical disposition of the stiffening elements is the 
most important variable. The geometry influence is the main variable object of this 
study and the effects on the fatigue behaviour were investigated during the experimental 
programme. 
The fatigue  crack  growth mechanism in a sheet panel of Glare is a  rather complex 
phenomenon, but the stiffened configuration introduces one more influencing element: 6.  Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
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the strap, which increases the complexity of the fatigue phenomenon. For this reason the 
following assumptions have been imposed to simplify the analytical model: 
 
1  Consider Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics. 
 
This  assumption  allows  simplifying  the  model  by  neglecting  the  non linear 
effects of the plasticity at the crack tip. Thus, the superposition principle can be 
used.  
 
2  The empirical relation between the crack growth rate da/dN and the effective 
stress intensity factor range  Keff for thin monolithic aluminium sheets is also 
valid for the aluminium layers in Glare. 
 
This  assumption  is  of  fundamental  importance;  it  allows  the  vast  amount  of 
knowledge about aluminium alloy knowledge available in the literature to be 
used in the Glare behaviour description. 
 
3  The delamination growth can be approximated by a one dimensional model by 
ignoring any effect in the direction perpendicular to the principal load. It is 
considered the mode II only. 
 
4  Fibres failure does not occur.   
 
These are the four main assumptions adopted by Alderliesten to develop his model. 
Considering the introduction of the stiffening elements, two more assumptions have 
been imposed: 
   
5  A shape for the straps stress distribution is selected considering its contribution 
on the Stress Intensity Factor, and consequently on the fatigue behaviour. 
 
Considering the three different configurations, it is easy to suppose that three 
different types of results will be obtained. With this consideration in mind, and 
with the view to develop the model, one can conclude that the effect of the 
straps on the fatigue behaviour depends on the stress distribution shape selected. 
 
6  The Stiffer does not fail. 
 
 
To determine the effective stress intensity factor, the superposition principle is used, 
which allows superimposing individual stress intensity factors. For the stiffened  panel 
of  Glare,  it  is  assumed  that  the  stress  intensity  factor  consists  of  a  crack  opening 
contribution due to the far field stresses, a crack closing contribution due to the fibres 
bridging stresses,  as already shown in the previous section,  and a secondary crack 
closing (or opening)  contribution due to the straps.  
 
The stress intensity factor is then written as superposition of the three contributions: 
 
st br al tip K K K K + + =                                                                                                (6.1) 6.  Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
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In Figure 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 the three different configurations for which the analytical 
model has been developed are presented. As already explained, the geometrical position 
of the stiffening elements influences the fatigue behaviour, see Table 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Lateral straps configuration. 
Figure 6.2: Broken central straps configuration. 
Figure 6.3: Intact central straps configuration. 
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Table 6.1 Geometrical effects on the fatigue behaviour 
 
Geometry 
 
Type of 
effect 
 
Motivation 
Stress 
intensity 
factor 
 
 
Compatibility equations 
 
 
 
 
Lateral straps 
 
 
 
 
Closing 
effect 
The straps attract 
more load due to 
their stiffening 
behaviour. The 
effect is more 
evident when the 
crack approaches 
the strap edge. 
Decreasing of 
the stress 
intensity factor 
when the crack 
is close to the 
strap edge. 
 
 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x x x v x v x v f pp st br ff δ δ + = − −  
 
 
Broken 
central straps 
 
 
Opening 
effect 
The stress into the 
skin is higher due 
to the broken 
straps.  
Higher  value 
of the stress 
intensity factor 
for all the 
crack sizes  
 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x x x v x v x v f pp st br ff δ δ + = + −  
 
 
 
Intact central 
straps 
 
 
 
Closing 
effect 
The straps attract 
more load due to 
their higher 
stiffness. 
The effect is 
present for all the 
crack lengths 
 
Lower value of 
the stress 
intensity factor 
for all the 
crack sizes. 
 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x x x v x v x v f pp st br ff δ δ + = − −  
 
) ( ) ( ) ( x x x v ad st glare δ δ + =  
 
  
Due to the different behaviours, for each geometrical configuration a different analytical 
model  has  been  developed.  The  last  column  of  Table  6.1  shows  the  compatibility 
equations solved to obtain the bridging stress distribution. The equations are formally 
the same; the difference is in the definition of vst(x). This term represents the stiffer 
elements behaviour, which means that the modelling of the three configurations consist 
mainly in the definition of vst(x).  
 
6.3  The Classical Laminate Theory approach 
 
Modelling the stiffened Glare panel requires the use of the Classical Laminate Theory 
and the definition of the stress levels in all Glare constituent layers. In order to calculate 
the stress levels, it is necessary to define the stiffness matrices of all panel constituents. 
Referring  to  [3],  it  is  possible  to  define  some  important  parameters  describing  the 
laminate behaviour. 
 
From the generalized Hook’s law it follows, 
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σ ε ⋅ = C        where    
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The coordinate x and y coincide with the principal axes. The compliance matrix (C) and 
the stiffness matrix (S) can be written as: 
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The stiffness matrices of all panel constituents are shown in Figure 6.4. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: Stiffness matrices of Glare panel constituents 
 
where  Sstiff
AL,  Sstiff
f0,  Sstiff
f90  and  Sstiff
St  are  respectively  the  stiffness  matrices  of  the 
aluminium  layer,  0°  prepreg  layer,  90°  prepreg  layer  and  strap.  E,  υ  and  G  are 
respectively the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s modulus and the shear modulus. The 
straps are considered as a constituent of the Glare panel and their stiffness matrix has 
been defined accordingly. This aspect will be clarified in the next sections. According to 
[3], it is possible to redefine the stiffness properties under a general off axis angle θ. 
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σ σ θ ⋅ = M                                                                                                                      (6.6) 
 
θ ε ε ⋅ =
T M                                                                                                                      (6.7) 
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Where M is the off axis matrix, defined as follows: 
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6.3.1  Stresses and strains per layer in complete laminates 
 
Each laminate constituent behaves, when loaded, according to its stiffness. The Hook’s 
law describes that for the elastic field condition. Standard FML grades are defined such, 
that the angle θ is the same for each layer. The properties for n layers are: 
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The stiffness and compliance matrix for the laminate can then be written as: 
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6.3.2  Curing stresses 
As  already  described  in  the  previous  chapters,  cooling  down  from  the  curing 
temperature will cause a shrink in the laminate. All individual layers must comply with 
this strain [3]. This leads to the following equilibrium: 
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with αp being the vector with the thermal expansion coefficient for layer p: 
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Then, for the whole laminate the thermal expansion coefficient and the strain due to the 
thermal expansion are: 
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=
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1 1                                                                                             (6.14) 
 
T T T lam c env lam c   = − = α α ε ) (                                                                                              (6.15) 
 
Finally, the internal curing stress in each layer can be defined as follow:  
 
( ) ) ( , p c p p c T S α ε σ θ   − =                                                                                                    (6.16) 
 
The total stress level in layer p is the sum of the curing stress and the stress due to the 
external loading. This stress level can now be written as: 
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The values σlam and  T are input parameters, while the laminate stiffness matrix can be 
written as follows: 
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6.3.3  External load definition 
 
After the stiffness matrices are defined, it is then possible to evaluate the external load 
as follows: 
 
st st lam lam A A P ⋅ + ⋅ = σ σ                                                                                                      (6.19) 
 
Where P is the external applied load, σlam and σst are respectively the stress acting in the 
laminate  and  strap.  As  already  explained  in  the  previous  section,  σlam  is  an  input 
parameter. Introducing the compatibility equation εlam=εst, it is possible to calculate the 
straps stress level in the loading direction. 
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where Sstiff
St and Sstiff
lam are defined respectively in Figure 6.4 and in equation (6.18). 
 
After the geometry and the laminate stress level are fixed, it is possible to calculate the 
external load that has to be applied to obtain σlam  in the laminate and σst in the straps.  
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Table 6.2 presents a list of load and stress characteristics relative to three different strap 
materials, Glare 3 7/6 0.4, Ti alloy and Al 2024 T3.  
 
Table 6.2: Comparison between three different straps materials for σlam=120 MPa in the double lateral   
straps configuration 
PROPERTIES  GLARE 3 7/6 0.4  Ti  Alloy  Al 2024-T3  PANEL 
Glare 3-5/4-0.4 
MVF  0.6369  1  1  0.6672 
FVF 90°  0.185        0.1664 
FVF 0°  0.185        0.1664 
Modulus of elasticity  62.832 GPa  110 GPa  73.1 GPa  64.368 GPa 
Strap Stress   118.13 MPa  230 MPa  153 MPa  120 MPa (σlam) 
Strap thickness  4.39 mm  1.5 mm  2 mm  3.065 mm (tlam) 
Single Strap load  12.96 KN  8.62 KN  7.65 KN    
External applied load  125 KN  108.4 KN  104.1 KN  73.45 KN(Plam)  
 
In the next sections it is explained how the models have been developed and how the 
effect of straps was modelled for each configuration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.4  Modelling of the double lateral straps 
 
The modelling of the double lateral straps specimen is presented step by step. The first 
step consists of the definition of the straps effect, while in the second and third step the 
crack closing contribution and the Stress Intensity Factor definitions are described. 
 
6.4.1  Effect of double lateral straps 
 
The opening of a fatigue crack in a Glare panel stiffened by lateral straps at any location 
x along the crack can be written as: 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x v x v x v st br ff = − −                                                                                     (6.22) 
 
The meaning of the symbols was already explained in Chapter 5. The extra closing 
contribution due to the presence of the straps, vst(x), induces an increased crack opening 
restraint, as shown in Figure 6.5.  
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Figure 6.5: Crack closing  effect due to the fibres and the straps. 
 
In figure 6.5, vff(x) is the crack opening due to the far field stress, vbr(x) is the crack 
closing due to the fibres bridging effect and vst(x) is the crack closing due to the straps 
effect. 
The  description  of  the  effect  of  the  straps  is  the  main  objective  in  this  derivation, 
because it is not possible to obtain a direct relation for the stiffening effect on the Glare 
panel. Only an indirect interpretation appeared to be possible. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Loading transfer on  the straps. 
 
The  loading  transfer  on  the  stiffer  elements  is  shown  in  Figure  6.6.  It  is  the  main 
mechanism that provides the extra reduction of the Stress Intensity Factor when the 
crack  tip  approaches  the  strap  edge.  The  problem  of  defining  this  effect  is  solved 
assuming a closing stress distribution representing the behaviour of the straps. After this 
assumption has been made, two more problems have to be solved: 
 
1.  To define the shape of the stress distribution. 
2.   To define the intensity of the stress distribution. 
 
The first problem is solved assuming an exponential distribution; the second problem is 
solved using a model described in [18]. 
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The stress distribution shape is defined using an exponential stress distribution, of the 
type: 
 
  γ σ )
| |
( ) (
1
max W
x
P x st ⋅ =                                                                                                    (6.23) 
 
with x∈[as, W1], where W1 is the distance from the specimen half line to the strap edge, 
and Pmax is the maximum value of the distribution, located at the strap edge.  
 
Figure 6.7: Straps tress distribution 
 
The  problem  of  defining  the  intensity  of  the  stress  distribution  is  solved  using  the 
“Stress Analysis of Crack Handbook” by Tada [17], which provides the relation for the 
stress intensity factor at the crack tip for an arbitrary crack length a and an arbitrary 
value P . 
 
Figure 6.8: Model of an exponential stress distribution provided by [17]. 
 
Г  is  the  “gamma  function”,  defined  in  appendix  M  of  [17].  This  equation  is  used 
considering a=W1, P=Pmax and K=Kmax, described as follows. 
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From this equation, it is possible to extrapolate the value of Pmax, if Kmax is known. 
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This definition of Kmax is obtained in the literature using the approach proposed in [18], 
briefly explained in appendix A. 
After the value of Pmax is defined, the stress distribution is completely defined as well, 
and the next step is the selection an appropriate value for the exponent γ. As illustrated 
in Figure 6.9, the magnitude and the shape of the distribution change with γ. 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Examples of the stress distribution due to the lateral strap for different value of the exponent 
(γ1 < γ2 < γ3 , Pmax1 < Pmax2 < Pmax3   and d1 < d2 < d3). 
 
A good description was provided using values for γ between 9 and 11, because the 
distribution is contracted close to the edge of the strap providing higher value for Pmax 
and small values of d. The point where the strap starts to induce a considerable effect on 
the crack growth is defined by the distance d. 
 
 
6.4.2  Crack closing due to the stress distribution induced by 
double lateral straps  
 
The  crack  closing  effect  here  is  calculated  as  a  crack  opening  effect,  but  in  the 
compliance equation it is used with the negative sign.  
After the stress distribution shape and magnitude is defined, the problem becomes the 
definition of the crack opening shape due to the effect of the straps. The crack opening 
contour for this type of distribution is not available in the literature. Thus, defining the 
crack opening shape requires another model derived from the “Stress Analysis of Crack 
Handbook”  [17].  The  model  used  is  the  “four  loading  points  model”,  illustrated  in 
Figure 6.10 and briefly described in appendix B.  
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Figure 6.10: four loading points model provided by [17] (see appendix B) 
 
Figure 6.11 explains how the “four points model” is modified in order to be used for the 
crack opening shape definition. Figure 6.11 b) shows the stress distribution along the 
whole width, W1, up to the strap edge. W1 represents the distance between the centre line 
of the specimen and the strap edge, and along this distance the closing effect of the 
straps is present. Figure 6.11 c) is an extrapolation of the distribution for an arbitrary 
half crack length a, and Pi is the value of the stress per unit of length at the crack tip. For 
each half crack length a the stress distribution is redefined in order to calculate the crack 
opening vst(x)|σ(xp) for each bar element, where xp represents the middle point of the Np 
bar element. 
 
This definition provides the crack opening shape as follow: 
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For each loading point xp, the above equation provides the displacement for all the 
points along the crack length relative to the single load σ(xp), except for the loading 
point location itself. In order to obtain the whole crack opening shape for an arbitrary 
half crack length a, a summation of the crack displacements due to each loading point 
must be performed. 
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Figure 6.11: Lateral straps stress modelling  
 
 
 
6.4.3  Fibre bridging stress for the double lateral straps geometry 
 
The  bridging  stress  distribution  can  now  be  determined  by  using  the  compliance 
equation as defined in Table 6.1. 
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The  solution  for  the  bridging  stress  can  be  found  by  substitution  of  equation  (5.9), 
(5.10), (5.12), (5.15) and (6.27) into equation (6.28). It is possible to solve the equation 
for a generic half crack length a, if it is rewritten as follows 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x x x v x Q st f pp − − − = ∞ δ δ                                                                                (6.29) 
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Inverting the matrix H solves the equation and provides the bridging stress distribution 
along the crack length, as shown in Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6.12: Example of bridging stress distribution for Glare3 5/4 0.4 stiffened by four lateral titanium 
straps for different crack length and for two different starter notch lengths. as=12.5 mm (a), 
as=2.5 mm (b). Slam=120 MPa for both cases. 
 
Comparing Figure 6.12 with Figure 5.16, the effect of the lateral stiffer elements 
attracting more load, is clearly visible. The bridging stress changes its trend and 
decreases near the strap edge.  
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6.4.4  Stress Intensity factor for the double lateral straps geometry  
 
The stress intensity factor is determined by superimposing the contributions of the far 
field stress, the bridging stress and the straps stress, as shown in equation (6.1).  
 
The contribution of the bridging stress (Kbr) and of the far field stress (Kal) have been 
already defined in section 5.3.3, while the contribution of the straps stress distribution is 
defined as follows: 
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σ(sj)st,al,  is  the  recalculation  of  the  straps  stress  considered  as  a  stress  distribution 
superimposed on the bridging stress distribution. Since the straps stress distribution is 
defined  as  a  stress  present  in  the  fibre/adhesive  layers,  the  straps  stress  must  be 
recalculated to the stress for one particular aluminium layer. 
Since the bridging stress and the straps stress for a given configuration are known and 
the corresponding delamination growth can be calculated, the relative stress intensity 
factor is calculated as follows: 
 
( ) β ⋅ − − = st br al tip K K K K                                                                                     (6.33) 
 
where the term β is the Dixon’s factor for finite width geometries. 
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Figure  6.13:  Example  of  SIF  calculation  for  Glare3  5/4 0.4  panel  stiffened  by  four  lateral  titanium 
straps, compared with the same sheet panel. as=12.5 mm and  Slam=120 MPa for both cases. 
The SIF is calculated as  mm MPa⋅ . 6.  Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
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6.5  Modelling of the broken central straps 
 
The model for the analysis of the effects of broken central straps is presented step by 
step. The first step consists in the definition of the straps effect, while in the second and 
third step the crack opening contribution and the Stress Intensity Factor definitions are 
presented. 
 
6.5.1  Effect of broken central straps 
 
The crack opening of a fatigue crack in a Glare panel with broken central straps at any 
location x along the crack can be written as: 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x v x v x v st br ff + − =                                                                                                  (6.34) 
 
The  meaning  of  the  symbols  was  already  explained  in  Chapter  5.  An  additional 
contribution to the crack opening, vst(x), due to the presence of the broken central straps 
is present, as shown in Figure 6.14.  
 
Figure 6.14: Opening effect due to the broken central straps. 
 
Where, vff(x) is the crack opening due to the far field stress, vbr(x) is the crack closing 
due to the fibres bridging effect and vst(x) is the crack opening due to the broken straps. 
A load transfer from the stiffer elements to the skin takes place as shown in Figure 6.15. 
This phenomenon increases the Stress Intensity Factor. The problem of defining this 
effect was solved using the “Stress Analysis of Crack Handbook” by Tada [17].  
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Figure 6.15: Load transfer in a Glare panel with broken central straps. 
        
6.5.2  Crack opening due to the stress distribution induced by the 
broken central straps  
                                              
The model adopted to describe the crack opening effect due to the broken straps is the 
“four loading points” [17]. The approach followed is similar to the one adopted in the 
previous section, but here the difference is present in the stress distribution shape. The 
following  description  presents  the  use  of  two  constant  loading  point  distributions 
controlled  by  two  “tuning  parameters”,  p1  and  p2,  as  shown  in  Figure  6.16.  The 
variation of these tuning parameters, which are selected thus p1+p2=1, provide different 
results. This aspect is described in Appendix C. From Figure 6.16 one can see that the 
first  distribution  is  along  the  strap  width,  while  the  second  one  is  along  the  whole 
specimen width. 
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Figure 6.16: Illustration of the approach .followed to describe the effect of broken central strap. 
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The effect of the broken straps is implemented into the model as a stress distribution 
having effect on the whole laminate. In Figures 6.17 and 6.18 the modelling approach is 
shown. The strap width is divided into 25 bar elements Nc with a width equal to wc=Wst 
/25, and in the middle line of each bar element the load σ1 is applied in a symmetrical 
configuration (four loading point). In this case the load σ1 is constant in each of the four 
points. 
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Figure 6.17:  Illustration of the model describing the  first stress distribution. 
The second stress distribution approach is illustrated below. The difference is due to the 
fact that the stress σ2 is distributed along the whole crack length, for z>0, and the bar 
element width is defined as w=(a as)/N, where N and as are respectively the number of 
bar elements and the half saw cut length. 
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Figure 6.18: Illustration of the model describing the second stress distribution. 
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Each stress distribution provides a crack opening displacement, and to obtain the entire 
crack  opening  contour  a  superimposition  must  be  performed.  The  calculation  starts 
considering the coordinate z>0 (saw cut tip point). 
 
The crack opening displacement, considering a single loading point σ1 applied in xi for 
the first distribution, is defined as follows: 
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Where z∈[as , a], xi ∈[0, as] and i =1..Nc. 
 
The crack opening displacement considering a single loading point σ2 applied in xj for 
the second distribution is defined as follows: 
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where z∈[as , a], xj ∈[ as, a] and j =1..N.  
 
In order to obtain the whole crack opening shape for an arbitrary half crack length a, a 
summation of the crack displacements due to each loading point must to be performed. 
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The values of σ1 and σ2 are constant and defined as a fraction of σst: 
 
c st w p ⋅ ⋅ = σ σ 1 1                                                                                                              (6.38) 
 
c st w p ⋅ ⋅ = σ σ 2 2                                                                                                              (6.39) 
 
Where σst and wc are respectively the stress that would have been acting inside the straps 
if  they  had  been  intact,  and  the  bar  element  width.  The  constants  p1  and  p2  are  in 
included in the range between 0 and 1. The dimensions of σ1 and σ2 are MPa mm. To 
take in account only the effect due to σ1, p2 must be equal to 0. In Appendix C the 
results obtained with different value of p1 and p2 are illustrated. 
  
6.5.3  Fibre bridging stress for the broken central straps geometry 
 
The  bridging  stress  distribution  can  now  be  determined  by  using  the  compliance 
equation as defined in Table 6.1. 
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The  solution  for  the  bridging  stress  can  be  found  by  substitution  of  equation  (5.9), 
(5.10), (5.12), (5.15) and (6.37) into equation (6.40). Following the approach presented 
in the previous section, the bridging stress is defined as follows: 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x x x v x Q st f pp + − − = ∞ δ δ                                                                                (6.41) 
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Figure 6.19: Example of bridging stress distribution for a Glare3 5/4 0.4 stiffened panel, with broken 
central titanium straps for different crack lengths and for two different starter notch lengths. 
as=12.5 mm (a), as=2.5 mm (b). Slam=120 MPa for both cases. 
 
6.5.4  Stress Intensity factor for the broken central straps geometry 
 
The stress intensity factor is determined by superimposing the contributions of the far 
field stress, the bridging stress and the straps stress, as shown in equation (6.1).  
The contribution of the bridging stress (Kbr) and of the far field stress (Kal) have been 
already defined in section 5.3.3, while the contribution of the straps stress distribution is 
defined as a summation of two terms, as shown below: 
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The stress intensity factor due to the strap stress is provided by a summation of equation 
(6.38) and (6.39). 6.  Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
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2 1 σ σ st st st K K K + =                                                                                                  (6.45) 
 
Since the bridging stress and the straps stress for a given configuration are known and 
the corresponding delamination growth can be calculated, the relative stress intensity 
factor is calculated as follows: 
 
( ) β ⋅ + − = st br al tip K K K K                                                                                     (6.46) 
 
where the term β is the Dixon’s factor for finite width geometries. 
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Figure  6.20:  Example  of  Stress  Intensity  Factor  calculation  for  a  Glare3  5/4 0.4  panel  with  broken 
central titanium straps, compared with the same sheet panel. as=12.5 mm and  Slam=120 
MPa for both cases. The SIF is calculated as mm MPa⋅  
 
 
6.6  Modelling of intact central straps 
 
In this section the intact central straps modelling is presented step by step. The first part 
consists  in  the  definition  of  the  straps  effect,  while  in  the  second  and  third  parts 
respectively the crack closing contribution and the Stress Intensity Factor definitions are 
presented. 
6.6.1  Effect of intact central straps 
 
The crack opening of a fatigue crack in a Glare panel stiffened by intact central straps at 
any location x along the crack can be written as: 
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The extra closing contribution due to the presence of the intact central straps, vst(x), 
increases the crack opening restraint, as shown in Figure 6.21.  
 
Figure 6.21: Closing effect due to the fibre bridging and intact central straps. 
 
The load transfer from the skin to the stiffer element is shown by the red dotted lines in 
Figure 6.22. This phenomenon decreases the Stress Intensity Factor at the crack tip. The 
load  transferred  to  the  straps  gives  a  crack  closing  contribution  that  has  to  be 
superimposed to the other contributions. The problem of defining this effect is solved 
using the “Stress Analysis of Crack Handbook” by Tada [17].  
 
  Strap debonded area  
 
Figure 6.22: Illustration of the central strap load transfers. 
 
Only a percentage of the skin stress is transferred to the straps (red lines), the remaining 
percentage goes around the crack tip (blue line). Due to the high stiffness, the stress 
reduction  induced  at  the  crack  tip  by  the  straps  is  much  larger  than  the  stress 
intensification due to the skin stress flow around the crack tip. This results in a high 
stress reduction at the crack tip.  
As already explained in section 4.8.3, a debonding phenomenon occurs between the 
straps and the skin. Obviously, the load transfer occurs only in the bonded area. The 
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debonded  area  increases  with  the  cyclic  load  transfer,  which  is  related  to  the  crack 
length. With this consideration in mind, it is possible to write: 
 
) , , ( ) ( st transf a f x d σ σ =  
 
where d(x) is the delamination length in a certain point x along the strap width, while 
σtransfer  and σst are respectively the load transfer to the strap and the strap stress when no 
crack is present in the Glare substrate, see equation (6.20). The main problem is to 
define the value for σtransfer and its distribution. A priori, it is not possible to define the 
shape and the magnitude for the straps stress distribution, because they are unknown. 
For  this  reason  a  different  modelling  approach  from  the  previous  ones  is  followed. 
These aspects are presented in the next sections. 
 
6.6.2  Crack closing due to stress distribution induced by intact 
central straps 
 
The calculation of the crack closure due to the strap is carried out using the “four points 
load”  model  provided  by  [17],  modified  in  order  to  include  the  presence  of  the 
debonded area. As shown by Figure 6.23, the loading points are not applied on the crack 
flanks, as was in the previous models, but along the debonded area contour, defined by 
d(x). 
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Figure 6.23: Illustration of the intact central crack stopper modelling 
 
The crack opening displacement, considering a single loading point σ(xp) applied in xp, 
is defined as: 
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For each loading point xp, the above equation provides the displacement for all the 
points with z>0 along the crack length, relevant to the single load σ(xp). In order to 
obtain the whole crack opening shape for an arbitrary half crack length a, a summation 
of the crack displacements due to each loading point must be performed. 
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st a st z v z v
1
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σ                                                                                                      (6.49) 
 
Where Nc is the number of bar elements of the strap, while the width is wc=as/Nc. 
 
In equation (6.48), the stress distribution along the strap width is σ(x)=σtransf(x). The 
definition of σtransf(x) is carried out following a compliance displacement approach. The 
straps are positioned over the saw cut tip and they behave as a “single large fibre”, 
which carries part of the load. It is assumed that once delamination occurs, the adhesive 
can deform by shear stress and the strap can elongate. It can be imposed that the Glare 
substrate displacement is equal to the strap elongation plus the adhesive deformation. 
This condition is imposed only in the area interested by the strap debonding, x ∈[0, as].      
 
ad st glare x x v δ δ + = ) ( ) (                                                                                                      (6.50) 
 
where vglare , δst and δad are respectively the crack opening of the Glare substrate bonded 
to the strap, the strap elongation and the adhesive deformation. The component at the 
left hand  side  of  equation  (6.50)  can  be  calculated  with  Linear  Elastic  Fracture 
Mechanics for infinite monolithic sheets containing a crack loaded in the far field [17]. 
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It is assumed that the laminate behaves as a monolithic sheet with a Young’s modulus 
equal to Eal loaded by σal. This is a simplification, because the fibre bridging effect that 
restrains the crack opening is not present in this equation. A fitting parameter C must be 
applied to take in account the fibre stress for z>0. A most accurate value of vglare(x) 
could  be  obtained  using  an  iterative  calculation,  because  vglare(x)  depends  on  the 
bridging stress, which is determined after σtransf(x) is calculated.  
In order to simplify the model, a fitting parameter C has been selected, which should 
include the crack opening restraint performed by the fibres. 
 
The first component at the right hand side of equation (6.50) can be written as follows: 
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Where σst, σtransf, Est and d are respectively the strap stress calculated in equation (6.20), 
the stress transferred on the strap due to the crack growth, the Young’s modulus of the 
titanium strap and the debonding length. The second component at the right hand side 
of equation (6.50) is a constant value and it can be written as follows: 6.  Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
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G
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τ
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where τad, Gad and tad represent respectively the shear stress at the strap/skin interface, 
the adhesive shear modulus and the adhesive layer thickness. The approach followed in 
the derivation of τad follows the calculation methodology adopted by Alderliesten and 
Marissen [1, 4], with some modifications due to the different field of application. 
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where Fad is the shear stiffness of the adhesive, while Flam and Fst are respectively, the 
tensile stiffness of the Glare substrate and strap, calculated per unit length. Appendix D 
presents  an  accurate  description  of  the  methodology  followed,  while  the  stiffness 
parameters are defined below. 
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It is assumed that δad is a constant value and it is independent from d(x). This is a coarse 
assumption, because it does not reflect completely the real behaviour. An improvement 
of  this  assumption  requires  a  dedicated  study  of  the  strap  debonding  phenomenon. 
Finally the σtransf can be calculated. 
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Since σtransf represents the stress supported by the straps, it must be recalculated as the 
stress applied on the aluminium layers. 
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6.6.3  Model describing the strap debonding growth  
 
In  order  to  describe  the  strap  debonding  growth,  the  approach  based  on  the  energy 
release  rate  approach  is  used.  Assuming  a  two dimensional  debonding  model,  the 
energy release per unit length of debonding extension can be directly derived from the 
calculated transferred stresses in the debonded area. For that case, the Paris relation for 
debonding growth can be derived according to Marissen [5]. 
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Cdd and ndd are the Paris equation constants for the strap delamination. The values have 
been chosen looking for the best matching of parameters such as skin delamination 
shape, crack growth rate and crack opening displacement. The final delamination shape 
of the strap is the only reference obtained from the experimental tests. The growing 
process was not investigated, and it would require a dedicated investigation.   
 
In Figure 6.24 the delamination mechanisms is briefly illustrated. 
 
Figure 6.24: Illustration debonding growth mechanisms. 
 
6.6.4  Fibre bridging stress for the intact central straps geometry 
 
The  bridging  stress  distribution  can  now  be  determined  by  using  the  compliance 
equation as defined in Table 6.1. 
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The  solution  for  the  bridging  stress  can  be  found  by  substitution  of  equation  (5.9), 
(5.10), (5.12), (5.159 and (6.49) into equation (6.61). Following the approach presented 
in the previous sections, the bridging stress is defined as: 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x x x v x Q st f pp − − − = ∞ δ δ                                                                                (6.63) 
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An example of the results obtained from equation (6.64) is shown in Figure 6.25.  
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Figure 6.25: Example of bridging stress distribution for a Glare3 5/4 0.4 panel stiffened by intact central 
titanium straps for different crack lengths. as=12.5 mm, Slam=120 MPa. 
 
 
6.6.5  Stress Intensity Factor for the intact central straps geometry 
 
The stress intensity factor is determined by superimposing the contributions of the far 
field stress, the bridging stress and the straps stress, as shown in equation 6.1.  
The contribution of the bridging stress (Kbr) and of the far field stress (Kal) have been 
already defined in section 5.3.3, while the contribution of the straps stress distribution is 
given as: 
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Since the bridging stress and the straps stress for a given configuration are known and 
the corresponding delamination growth can be calculated, the relative stress intensity 
factor is calculated as: 
 
( ) β ⋅ − − = st br al tip K K K K                                                                                     (6.66) 
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where the term β is the Dixon’s factor for finite width geometries. 
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Figure 6.26: Example of Stress Intensity Factor calculation for Glare3 5/4 0.4 panel stiffened by intact 
central titanium straps, compared with the same sheet panel. as=12.5 mm and  Slam=120 
MPa for both cases. The SIF is calculated as mm MPa⋅ . 
 
Figure  6.26  shows  the  result  obtained  for  the  SIF  calculation,  which  is  obviously 
smaller than the SIF calculated for the flat panel. The activation of the fibres is less 
evident due to the presence of the strap, which attract more load. 
 
 
6.7  Crack growth rate calculation 
 
For  all  configurations,  the  calculation  of  the  crack  growth  rate  follows  the  same 
approach explained in section 5.3.3, see equations (5.29) and (5.30). Here the crack 
growth rate calculation method is briefly presented again. 
To implement the crack tip closure effect, the calculation of a  Keff is required. 
 
tip eff K R R R K ) 1 ( ) 12 . 0 33 . 0 55 . 0 (
2 − ⋅ + + =                                                             (5.29) 
 
The crack growth can now be calculated with 
 
cg n
eff cg K C
dN
da
  =                                                                                                       (5.30) 
 
where  Cg=1.09 10
 11  and  ncg=2.94  are  the  crack  growth  parameters  for  2024 T3  in 
Glare determined in [22]. 
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6.8  Skin delamination shape calculation 
 
For all configurations, the calculation of the delamination growth rate follows the same 
approach  explained  in  section  5.3.2  (equations  5.7).  Here  the  delamination  shape 
calculation method is presented. 
The model works with an imposed crack length increment  a equal to the bar element 
width,  a= w = (a as)/N=0.5 mm. Since the crack growth rate is defined and calculated, 
it is possible to extrapolate the number of cycles necessary for reaching the fixed crack 
increment,  a. 
 
cg n
eff cg K C
a
N
 
 
=                                                                                                              (6.67) 
 
After  N is calculated, also the delamination increment is defined as: 
 
N
N
b
b   ⋅
 
 
=                                                                                                                   (6.68) 
 
where  b/ N is the discretization of db/dN, defined in equation (5.7).  b is a vector 
which includes all the delamination increments occurred in each point along the crack 
extension, see Figure 6.27. The new delamination size can be calculated. 
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Figure 6.27: Determination of the extended delamination shape [2]. 
 
The delamination shape calculation needs an approximation at the crack tip because of 
the extreme localised delamination extensions occurring very close to the crack tip, due 
to  localized  peak  stresses  as  results  of  small  delamination  lengths.  This  aspect  is 
described in appendix C.4 of [2]. 
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6.9  Numerical calculation approach 
 
The  method  as  derived  in  the  previous  sections  is  implemented  in  a  numerical 
calculation model which is based on Alderliesten’s numerical calculation model [2]. 
The structure of the computer program is shown in Figure 6.30. The method is mainly 
based on the calculation of the bridging stress over the fatigue crack length in the Glare 
laminate,  which  is  influenced  by  the  presence  of  the  external  stiffer  elements.  The 
calculation  is  performed  by  dividing  the  crack  length  into  N  bar  elements,  which 
represent the location where the parameters are calculated. There are some limitations 
due to this kind of approach: 
 
•  The minimum crack extension that can be calculated must be equal to the width 
of a single bar element. 
•  Each calculated crack extension implies an increase of the dimensions of the 
calculated matrices in the next calculation loop. This aspect implies very large 
matrices towards the end of the calculation, when a large crack is reached. 
 
The numerical calculation needs to be initialized by the selection of some initial values, 
which are summarized below: 
 
•  Skin Delamination shape￿ It is assumed parabolic. 
•  Skin Delamination size ￿ bs=0.8 (a0  as). 
•  Crack size ￿ It is assumed that the loop starts with a crack length a0 imposed.  
•  Strap debonding size at Wst/2￿ ds=20/as. 
 
Figure 6.28 shows the material parameters adopted in the numerical calculation, while 
Figure 6.29 illustrates the others main parameters used into the numerical model. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.28: Materials parameters corresponding to the flow diagram in Figure 6.30. 
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Material properties 
Ex           72400        MPa 
Ey           72400        MPa 
Gxy         27600        MPa 
Gxz         27600        MPa 
νxy          0.33 
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αx            22·10
 6     1/°C 
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 6     1/°C 
n              n° of Al layers 
t               0.4 mm 
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Gxy         5550          MPa 
Gxz         1650          MPa 
νxy          0.33 
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 6  1/°C 
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n              n° of  layers 
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Ex           110000       MPa 
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Figure 6.29: Geometrical and loading parameters corresponding to the flow diagram in Figure 6.30. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.30: Flow diagram for the crack growth prediction method. 
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Ccg         1.09 10
 11 
ncg         2.94 
 
Crack growth rate 
Cd            0.05
 
nd             7.5 
 
Skin Delamination  
Cdd            1 10
 4 
ndd             7.5 
 
Strap debonding  6.  Analytical prediction model for fatigue crack growth in stiffened panels of Glare 
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As shown in Figure 6.30, the numerical program is based on a “while loop” which ends 
when the condition imposed on the crack size is reached. At the end of each loop, the 
new crack size is calculated together with the new delamination size. On the right hand 
side  it  shows  the  block  representing  the  calculation  of  the  strap  debonding  growth, 
which is implemented only when the intact central straps configuration is considered. 
The initial matrix size in the numerical model is equal to the initial number of bar 
elements which the initial crack length is divided. The bar element width is fixed, which 
means  that  the  crack  length  increase,  produced  by  the  calculated  crack  growth,  is 
incorporated as extension of the matrix size. The advantage of increasing the matrix size 
with increasing crack length is that each element i in the matrix represents a specific 
location  xi  along  the  crack  length,  which  does  not  vary  during  the  crack  growth 
calculation.  The  disadvantage,  however,  is  the  larger  calculation  time  necessary  to 
calculate the higher matrix sizes. 
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Chapter   7 
 
Results and discussion 
 
 
 
7.1  Introduction 
 
This  chapter  presents  and  discusses  the  analytical  results  obtained  with  the  method 
described in the previous chapter, and the comparison with the experimental results. In 
section  7.2  the  most  relevant  analytical  results  for  one  reference  configuration  are 
presented, while in section 7.3 a comparison with the experimental results is presented 
for the tested configurations. In section 7.4 the validity range of the model is briefly 
discussed, while in section 7.5 the results relevant to comparison between Al2024 T3 
and Glare 3 5/4 0.4 are illustrated. 
 
7.2  Analytical results 
 
The predictions for the three specimen geometries are compared with the prediction for 
the unstiffened panel. 
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Figure  7.1:  Comparison  between  the  predicted  crack  growth  rates  for  four  different  configurations. 
Glare3  5/4 0.4, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm and R=0.05. 7.  Results and discussion 
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between the predicted delamination shapes for four different configurations. 
Glare3  5/4 0.4, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm and R=0.05. 
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between the predicted crack opening shapes for four different configurations. 
Glare3  5/4 0.4, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm and R=0.05.  
 
 
Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 illustrate respectively the crack growth rates, the delamination 
shapes and the crack opening shapes of four configurations. All predictions refer to a 
Glare3 5/4  0.4 laminate, with W=200 mm, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm and afin =75 
mm. 7.  Results and discussion 
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Figure 7.4: Comparison between the predicted bridging stress distribution of double lateral straps configuration and 
unstiffened configuration. Glare3  5/4 0.4, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm and R=0.05. 
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between the predicted bridging stress distribution of broken central straps configuration and 
unstiffened configuration. Glare3  5/4 0.4, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm and R=0.05. 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison between the predicted bridging stress distribution of intact central straps configuration and 
unstiffened configuration. Glare3  5/4 0.4, Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm, R=0.05. 
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Figure 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 illustrate the predicted bridging stress distribution for the three 
configurations analyzed. In each figure, two graphs are present; the dotted line graph 
refers to the unstiffened configuration, while the full line graph refers to the stiffened 
configuration. In Figure 7.4, it is clearly visible the effect of the lateral strap, which, due 
to its stiffness, reduces the stress into the fibre layers when the crack approaches the 
strap edge. Figure 7.5 shows that the effect of the broken straps, which increases the 
bridging  stress,  is  present  for  the  whole  specimen  length.  The  opposite  situation  is 
shown  in  Figure  7.6.  The  intact  strap  reduces  the  bridging  stress,  especially  at  the 
beginning, because of its high stiffness.  
The bridging stress cannot be measured directly in fatigue crack growth experiments, 
which  means  that  the  calculated  bridging  stress  cannot  be  validated  directly  with 
experimental results.  
The normalized stress intensity factors for the analyzed configurations are shown in 
Figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.7: Comparison between the normalized stress intensity factors for three different configurations. 
(K0=Kstiffened/Kunstiffened).Glare3   5/4 0.4  in  L T  direction,  Slam=120MPa,  as=12.5  mm, 
R=0.05. 
 
As explained in chapter 6, in the configurations stiffened by intact straps (double lateral 
and central) the stiffeners are loaded also by the increasing loads transferred due to the 
propagating  crack.  Figure  7.8  shows  this  phenomenon  for  the  intact  central  strap 
configuration considering the change along the strap width. Each line represents the 
stress distribution for a given half crack length a. The parabolic distribution is due to the 
parabolic debonding shape imposed to the strap, which is illustrated in Figure 7.9. The 
dotted  lines  denote  the  bar  elements,  while  the  strap  stress  variation  for  each  bar 
element with regard to the crack growth is illustrated in Figure 7.10.  
 7.  Results and discussion 
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Figure  7.8:  Illustration  of  the  transfer  load  distribution  for  different  crack  size  (intact  central  strap 
configuration) Slam=120MPa, Sst=232MPa, as=12.5 mm, R=0.05. 
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Figure 7.9: Illustration of the parabolic strap delamination growth for different crack size (intact central 
strap configuration). Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm, R=0.05. 
 
From Figure 7.9 it is not possible to appreciate very well the initial parabolic shape of 
the debonded area, but it is visible that the parabolic shape becomes flat after a certain 
crack length is reached. This model does not take in account the presence of the stress 
concentration because of the step due to the change of thickness between skin surface 
and strap surface. In that zone a larger debonded surface is present (see Figure 4.35) 
because of the higher stress due to the stress concentration. 
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Figure 7.10: Illustration of the increase in load transfer for each bar location Nc along the strap width 
(intact central strap configuration). Slam=120MPa, Sst=232MPa, as=12.5 mm, R=0.05. 
  
The previous figure illustrates the variation of the load transferred into the strap when 
the  fibres  become  effective,  see  the  average  line.  At  the  left hand  side,  the  curve 
decreases, with the crack length, due to the “fibres activation”, which support part of the 
load, while increases again when the crack in the aluminium layers is large enough,  
increasing the load in the strap. 
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Figure  7.11:  Illustration  of  the  transfer  loading  growth  on  the  strap  for  the  double  lateral  strap 
configuration (strap edge at 75mm). Slam=120MPa, as=12.5 mm, R=0.05. 
 
Figure 7.11 illustrates the situation of the double lateral strap configuration, where the 
strap is loaded due to the approaching crack. When the crack tip is far away from the 
strap edge, the effect of the strap is almost zero and it increases as the crack approaches.  
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7.3  Comparison between experimental and analytical results 
 
To validate the method and the numerical model presented in the previous chapters, the 
analytical results are compared with the experimental results considering two loading 
cases for each specimen configuration. The experimental programme, which has been 
described  in  chapter  4,  provided  the  experimental  data  on  the  crack  growth,  crack 
opening and delamination shape, which represent the reference data sets.  
 
7.3.1  Comparison of the crack growth rate 
 
The  predicted  crack  growth  rates  are  plotted  together  with  those  obtained 
experimentally  in  Figure  7.12,  7.13  and  7.14.  The  overall  predicted  crack  growth 
behaviour corresponds very well with the experimental observations. In Figure 7.12 and 
7.13,  the  predicted  initial  crack  growth  rate,  due  to  the  inefficient  fibre  bridging, 
coincides with the measured crack growth rate. The initial decrease in crack growth rate 
and the increase at larger crack lengths seem to be quite well predicted 
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Figure  7.12:  Comparison  between  the  predicted  and  measured  crack  growth  rate  of  Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by four lateral titanium straps, W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm.  
 
In the double lateral strap configuration, the crack stopping effect is predicted quite well 
for both loading cases. The crack growth rate for the broken strap configuration, Figure 
7.13, has been obtained with p1=0.7 and p2=0.3, see equations (6.38), (6.39) and see 
Appendix C. 
Figure  7.14  illustrates  the  intact  central  strap  configuration  behaviour.  The  overall 
predicted  crack  growth  behaviour  corresponds  quite  well  with  the  observed  crack 
growth  behaviour.  The  predicted  initial  small  crack  growth  rate,  due  to  the  stress 
reduction performed by the straps, seems to be quite well predicted. In the 100 MPa 
loading case, the measured crack growth reduction due to the fibre bridging is more 
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evident than in the other case. The model evidences this behaviour in the left hand side 
of  the  graph.  Globally,  it  seems  to  be  an  acceptable  prediction  for  such  a  complex 
phenomenon as the fatigue crack growth in a Glare panel stiffened by intact central 
straps is.  
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Figure  7.13:  Comparison  between  the  predicted  and  measured  crack  growth  rate  of  Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by broken central titanium straps, W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm.  
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Figure  7.12:  Comparison  between  the  predicted  and  measured  crack  growth  rate  of  Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by intact central titanium straps, W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm.  
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7.3.2  Comparison of the crack opening contour 
 
In  order  to  verify  the  presented  method,  other  comparisons  between  predicted  and 
experimentally measured quantities are preformed. In the following, the predicted crack 
opening  shape  is  compared  with  the  crack  opening  contour  measured  in  the 
experiments. The predicted crack opening contour is the result of a summation of the 
crack opening contributions due to the far field stress, bridging stress and straps stress, 
as described in chapter 5 and 6. 
The calculated crack opening contours are defined as follows: 
 
for double lateral straps configuration, 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x v x v x v st br ff − − =                                                                                            (7.1) 
 
for broken central straps configuration, 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x v x v x v st br ff + − =                                                                                                             (7.2) 
 
for intact central straps configuration, 
 
) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( x v x v x v x v st br ff − − =                                                                                                               (7.3) 
 
In Figure 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 the comparison between measured and calculated crack 
opening contours is given. A good correlation is observed between the predicted and 
measured crack opening contours. 
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Figure 7.13: Comparison between the predicted and measured crack opening contour of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by double lateral titanium straps. W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm, Slam=116 
MPa and R=0.02. (series A1) 
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Figure 7.14: Comparison between the predicted and measured crack opening contour of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  double  lateral  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=100MPa and R=0.05 (series A2) 
 
 
Due to technical problems occurred during the series A1 testing, information on the 
crack opening contour for medium crack lengths have not been recorded. However, the 
three  measured  crack  opening  contour  data  are  sufficient  to  verify  a  quite  good 
prediction of the numerical model.  
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Figure 7.15: Comparison between the predicted and measured crack opening contour of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  broken  central  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=100MPa and R=0.05 (series B1) 
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Figure 7.16: Comparison between the predicted and measured crack opening contour of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  broken  central  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=100MPa and R=0.05 (series B2) 
 
The crack opening contour predictions for series B1 and B2 seem to have an excellent 
correlation with the corresponding experimentally measured crack opening contours. 
This  aspect  leads  to  suppose  that  the  stress  repartition  imposed  by  the  parameters 
p1=0.7 and p2= 0.3, see equations (6.38) and (6.39) and appendix C, seems to be a good 
choice. This means that the 70% of the stress that would be inside the intact straps is 
transferred in the interval 0<x<as, while the remaining 30% is transferred along the 
whole specimen width, see Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 7.17: Comparison between the predicted and measured crack opening contour of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  intact  central  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=120MPa and R=0.05 (series C1) 
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Figure 7.18: Comparison between the predicted and measured crack opening contour of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  intact  central  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=100MPa and R=0.05 (series C2) 
 
The  crack  opening  contour  predictions  for  series  C1  and  C2  seem  to  have  a  good 
correlation with the corresponding experimentally measured crack opening contours, 
except for a small difference at the starter notch tip, where the measured crack openings 
are more restrained. From Figure 7.17 it is visible that the prediction for large crack 
length seems to be overestimated. The predicted crack opening contours locally at the 
saw cut tip does not reflect the accentuated crack opening restraining visible from the 
measured data. This aspect appears more evident for large crack lengths, where the 
predicted crack opening curves tend to have a monotonic slope near the saw cut tip.  
 
 
7.3.3  Comparison of the Glare delamination shape 
 
The  observed  delamination  shape  after  etching  away  the  outer  aluminium  layers  is 
compared with the predicted delamination shape for the three geometries investigated in 
Figure from 7.20 to 7.25.  
From  the  analysis  of  Figures  7.20,  7.21,  7.22  and  7.23  it  is  possible  to  draw  the 
following conclusions: The predicted delamination shapes seem to be smaller than those 
measured. This difference can be attributed to the fact that the outer aluminium layer 
undergoes higher  cyclic shear stresses because  it transfers the entire load through  a 
single aluminium/fibres interface, while the inner aluminium layers have two interfaces 
to  redistribute  their  load  to.  The  predicted  results  come  from  an  imposed  average 
calculation of the delaminations that occur in each aluminium/fibres interface. The extra 
load transfer over the outer interfaces increases the mode II delamination which results 
to be larger than the calculated delamination by the model. The model developed by 
Alderliesten [2] is based on the average behaviour of all interfaces and excludes any 
trough  the  thickness  variations.  It  is  plausible  to  suppose  that  the  delaminations 
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occurred in the internal fibre/aluminium layers are smaller than those relevant to the 
outer  fibre/aluminium  interfaces.  These  considerations  make  the  results  obtained  in 
Figure 7.20, 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23 be acceptable.  
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Figure 7.20: Comparison between the predicted and measured delamination shape of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  double  lateral  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=116MPa and R=0.02. (Series A1). 
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Figure 7.21: Comparison between the predicted and measured delamination shape of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by double lateral titanium straps. W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm, Slam=100 
MPa and R=0.05. (Series A2). 
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Figure 7.22: Comparison between the predicted and measured delamination shape of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  broken  central  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=120 MPa and R=0.05. (series B1). 
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Figure 7.23: Comparison between the predicted and measured delamination shape of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened  by  broken  central  titanium  straps.  W=200  mm,  Wst=25mm,  a0=12.5  mm, 
Slam=100 MPa and R=0.05. (series B2). 
 
Vice versa, these considerations seem to be incoherent with the results shown in Figure 
7.24 and 7.25, which refer to the intact central straps configuration. In this case, the 
external titanium straps, which are located in a central position and bonded on the outer 
aluminium layers, attract load form the outer aluminium layers. In this case, the external 
aluminium  layers  have  two  interfaces  to  redistribute  their  load  to:  the  inner  one, 
aluminium/prepreg, and the outer one aluminium/strap. The lower cyclic shear stresses 
in the outer aluminium layer result in a smaller delamination. 
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With these considerations in mind, it can be concluded that the predicted delamination 
shapes  for  intact  central  straps  configurations  can  be  considered  coherent  with  the 
observed delaminations shapes. 
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Figure 7.24: Comparison between the predicted and measured delamination shape of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by intact central titanium straps, W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm, Slam=120 
MPa and R=0.05. (series C1). 
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Figure 7.25: Comparison between the predicted and measured delamination shape of Glare3 5/4 0.4 
stiffened by intact central titanium straps, W=200 mm, Wst=25mm, a0=12.5 mm, Slam=100 
MPa and R=0.05. (series C2). 
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7.3.4  Bridging stress 
 
As already mentioned, the bridging stress can not be measured directly in fatigue crack 
growth experiments. The predicted crack opening contour and delamination shape are 
strictly related with the calculated bridging stress, and they provide a positive indication 
with respect to the accuracy of the calculated bridging stress distribution by the model. 
In Figure 7.27 the comparison between the calculated bridging stress distributions for 
each configuration is illustrated. The main differences are the following: 
•  For a certain crack length, the magnitude of each distribution is directly related 
to  the  effect  of  the  strap  in  that  location.  In  particular,  the  bridging  stress 
magnitude at the saw cut tip decreases with respect to the crack growth because 
of the activation of other fibres which carry part of the load. This behaviour is 
present in each configuration, but in the intact central strap configuration (red 
line) the presence of the stiffeners provides a smaller reduction of the variation 
of  the  stress  at  the  saw cut  tip  (see  distance  a)  compared  with  the  other 
configurations (distances a’ and a’’). 
•  The variation of the stress distributions shape with respect to the crack growth is 
related to the position of the strap. In the double lateral straps configuration it is 
clearly visible the variation of the bridging stress distribution when the crack tip 
approaches  the  strap  edge.  In  this  configuration  (blue  line),  for  large  crack 
length, the bridging stress shape changes toward an almost flat distribution. The 
high bridging stress peak is no more present because of the lateral strap which 
attracts more load and reduces the stress into the fibres. For the other cases it is 
interesting to point out the difference in magnitude due to the different straps 
configuration.    
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Figure 7.27: Comparison between the predicted bridging stress of three configurations with regard to 
different crack lengths, with as=12.5 mm, , Slam=120MPa and R=0.05. 
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7.3.5  Comparison of the straps debonding shape 
 
The debonding underneath the strap is a parameter that strongly influences the fatigue 
phenomenon. In this investigation, the strap debonding measurements obtained refer 
only to the measurement performed at the end of the fatigue tests. For this reason, they 
do not provide any information regarding the strap debonding growth, which would 
require a dedicated experimental programme. 
Figure 7.28 shows the balanced strap debonded shapes derived as described in chapter 
4, section 4.6.5, while Figure 7.29 shows the calculated strap debonded shapes. Due to 
the absence of a dedicated investigation, the calculated straps debonded shapes result 
clearly under predicted, for both cases. 
 
In this analysis two points must be underlined: 
First, for both loading cases fatigue failure occurred to one strap at 422.00 cycles and 
992.000 cycles respectively for 100MPa and 120 MPa loading cases, while the tests 
were stopped respectively at 425.000 cycles and 1.000.000 cycles. This implies that 
after strap failure occurred the load transfer was no more equally divided between the 
two central straps, thus the intact strap was in overstress condition. Second, it is possible 
to suppose that the unbalanced configuration together with the high frequency testing 
(10Hz) implied a kind of “vibrations”, especially into the fatigue broken strap. With 
these considerations in mind, it is plausible that these two conditions contributed to 
increase the straps debonded area.  
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Figure 7.28: Balanced strap debonded areas for series C1 (120 MPa) on the left hand side and series C2 
(100MPa) on the right hand side. 
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Figure 7.29: Calculated strap debonded areas for SERIE C1 (120MPa) on the left hand side and SERIE 
C2(100MPa) on the right hand side. 
 
From Figure 7.9 and 7.29 it is possible to see that the initial parabolic shape of the 
debonding boundary becomes progressively almost flat with the crack growing. This 
behaviour is due to the balancing process between straps stress and straps debonding. 
Where d(x) is smaller, σtransf is higher and vice versa, which means that the predicted 
straps  debonding  growth  tends  to  become  the  same  in  each  bar  element.  This 
consideration  is  illustrated  in  Figure  7.30,  where  in  the  left hand  side  the  straps 
debonding lengths for each bar are visible. After a 20 mm crack size is reached, the 
debonded lengths in each bar element are practically the same. 
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Figure 7.30: Calculated straps debonding growth for each bar element with respect to the crack length. 7.  Results and discussion 
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7.4  Validity range of the model 
 
Because of the large amount of parameters, during his work Alderliesten validated the 
model for a large range cases, defined with respect to the material , the geometry , and 
the loading parameters [2].  
In the present work the models are validated only for two loading conditions: 100 MPa 
and 120MPa. A complete verification would require the investigation of a large number 
of configurations with respect to the Glare substrate lay up , the straps material , the 
strap thickness and width. This aspect does not concern the purpose of the present work.  
 
7.5  Comparison between monolithic aluminium and Glare 
specimens  
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of the crack growth results between the intact central straps and double lateral 
straps configurations of Al 2024 T3 (t=1mm) specimens, Slam=100 MPa, R=0.05.  
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Figure  7.32:  Comparison  of  the  crack  growth  results  between  the  broken  central  straps  and  double 
lateral straps configurations of Al 2024 T3 (t=1mm) specimens, Slam=100 MPa, R=0.05. 7.  Results and discussion 
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Figure 7.31 and 7.32 shows the results obtained for Al 2024 T3 specimens. . From the 
tests,  crack  growth  versus  number  of  cycles  data  sets  were  obtained  for  each 
configuration. Figure 7.31 shows a comparison between the intact central straps and 
double lateral straps configurations, while Figure 7.32 shows a comparison between the 
broken central straps and double lateral straps configurations. 
 The  comparison  between  the  results  for  aluminium  specimens  and  those  for  Glare 
specimens is illustrated in Figure 7.33, 7.34 and 7.35. 
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Figure 7.33: Comparison of the crack growth results between Al 2024 T3 and Glare 3 5/4 0.4, both 
stiffened by double lateral titanium straps, Slam=100 MPa, R=0.05.  
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Figure 7.34: Comparison of the crack growth results between Al 2024 T3 and Glare 3 5/4 0.4, both 
stiffened by broken central titanium straps, Slam=100 MPa, R=0.05.  
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Figure 7.35: Comparison of the crack growth results between Al 2024 T3 and Glare 3 5/4 0.4, both 
stiffened by intact central titanium straps, Slam=100 MPa, R=0.05.  
 
The  difference  between  aluminium  and  Glare  is  clearly  visible.  The  comparison  of 
Figures  7.31  and  7.36  evidences  how  the  presence  of  the  fibres  in  Glare  laminates 
reduces the difference in fatigue crack growth between the three geometries analysed. 
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Figure 7.36: Comparison of the crack growth results of Glare 3 5/4 0.4 specimens, Slam=100 MPa, 
R=0.05. 
 
Table 7.1 summarized some data about the three specimen geometries relevant to Al 
2024 T3 and Glare 3 5/4 0.4. In order to evidence the difference in fatigue crack growth 
between monolithic aluminium and Glare, the number of cycles to reach three particular 
crack lengths is calculated. The comparison is made by the ratio NGlare/Naluminium, which 
provides quantitative information about the increment in fatigue life with respect to the 
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monolithic  aluminium  specimen. NGlare  and  Naluminium  denote  the  number  of  cycle  to 
reach a generic crack length in Glare and in aluminium respectively. 
 
 
Table 7.1: Comparison between Al 2024 T3 and Glare 3 5/4 0.4 specimens. 
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20  4.500  30.000  6.6  170  10.000  59  165.000  320.000  1.93 
 
30  6.800  90.000  14  350  40.000  115  215.000  650.000  3 
 
47  7.200  206.000  29  410  86.000  210  237.000  1.000.000  4.2 
 
 
 
From Table 7.1, it can be seen that the increment of fatigue life of Glare 3 5/4 0.4 
increases  more  for  large  crack  lengths.  In  monolithic  aluminium  is  not  present  any 
“crack bridging” mechanism, which reduces the SIF. Thus, for large crack length the 
strength of monolithic aluminium is so low that the crack propagates very  fast, see 
Figure 7.31 and 7.32.  
In Glare, the “crack bridging” performed by the fibres allows to reduce the SIF in the 
aluminium layers. Thus, the crack grows slower. From Table 7.1, it is clear that the 
fibres  play  a  fundamental  role  for  large  crack  lengths,  especially  in  the  high  load 
condition, such the broken central straps configuration is. For a 47mm crack length, the 
Glare specimen provides a life increment about 210 times more than the monolithic 
aluminium specimen (see center column of Table 7.1). 
It is interesting to point out that in the intact central straps configuration the fatigue 
crack growth in Glare is comparable to the one relevant to the monolithic aluminium 
specimen,  see  Figure  7.35  and  the  third  column  of  Table  7.1.  The  central  stiffener 
behaves as a “large fibre” which carries part of the load. From Figure 7.35 it can be seen 
that the two graphs start with the same slope, remaining almost coincident for very 
small crack length. After a 15 mm crack length is reached, the fibres in Glare specimen 
become  effective  reducing  the  SIF  further.  From  this  point  forward  the  two  graphs 
diverge and the difference between Glare and aluminium become clearer.  
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Chapter   8 
 
Conclusions and future prospects 
 
 
 
 
8.1  Conclusions 
 
The  investigation  of  the  present  thesis  is  concerned  with  the  fatigue  crack  growth 
behaviour  of  the  aluminium  layers  in  Glare  3 5/4 0.4  panel  stiffened  by  external 
titanium  straps  with  the  corresponding  delamination  growth  behaviour  of  the 
aluminium/fibre interfaces under constant amplitude fatigue loading. The fatigue crack 
geometry considered is the through crack configuration with cracks in all aluminium 
layers having the same length equal to the visible crack length in the outer aluminium 
layers. 
Fatigue crack growth experiments have been performed on three types of Centre Crack 
Tension specimen, with different symmetric titanium strap geometries. The first type 
consists of bonded straps at the edges of the specimen, to investigate the effect of a 
crack approaching stiffeners. The second type consists of an intact strap bonded over 
the fatigue crack centre to investigate the bridging effect of the strap, while the third 
type consists of a central strap which is cracked together with the fatigue crack in the 
FML. This type is investigated to understand the effect of the additional load from the 
broken strap on the fatigue crack in the FML substrate. 
To make a proper correlation, tests have also been performed on these three specimen 
types  with  a  monolithic  aluminium  2024 T3  substrate,  to  distinct  the  FML  fatigue 
mechanisms from the monolithic aluminium behaviour. 
The available analytical model, which has been developed to predict the fatigue crack 
growth and delamination growth for FML’s, has been modified to describe the effect of 
the three strap geometries. The Correlation between the model and the experimental 
measurements  provided  additional  information  about  the  bridging  stress  and 
delamination mechanism inside the FML substrate. 
 
The assumptions, on which the model is based, are: 
 
•  The mechanisms can be described with the concepts of Linear Elastic Fracture 
Mechanics. 
•  Crack growth in the aluminium layers occurs under plane stress conditions. 8.  Conclusions and future prospects 
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•  The  crack  growth  rate  can  be  related  to  the  stress  intensity  factor  with  an 
empirical Paris equation. 
•  Plane  strain  conditions  are  applicable  to  the  delamination  growth  at  the 
interfaces. 
•  The  delamination  growth  can  be  related  to  the  energy  release  rate  with  an 
empirical Paris equation. 
•  The stress intensity factor at the crack tip can be determined by superposing of 
the contribution of the  far field opening stress, the contribution of the crack 
closing bridging stress and the contribution of the straps opening/closing stress. 
•  Crack closure does not occur. 
•  Stiffeners failure does not occur 
•  The strap debonding growth can be related to the energy release rate with an 
empirical Paris equation. 
 
Most of these assumptions have been made by Alderliesten [2] to develop the analytical 
model for flat panel. 
 
From the current investigation, several conclusions can be drawn with respect to the 
crack  growth  behaviour  of  Glare  and  the  crack  growth  prediction  model.  The 
conclusions are summarised below. 
 
CRACK GROWTH BEHAVIOUR  
 
As already known, the fatigue crack growth mechanism in Glare is characterised by the 
crack  propagation  in  the  aluminium  layers  of  Glare  and  the  delamination  at  the 
interfaces  between  the  aluminium  and  prepreg  layers.  The  presence  of  external 
stiffening elements induces a variation in the fatigue behaviour with respect to the flat 
configuration.  
 
Double lateral straps configuration 
The double lateral straps induce a stress intensity factor reduction in the aluminium 
layers when the crack tip approaches the stiffener edge, which results in a reduction of 
the crack growth rate. The delamination shape is also influenced in the area near the 
crack tip because of the load transfer from the skin to the lateral strap.  
 
Broken central straps configuration 
The broken central straps induce a load transfer from the straps to the skin resulting in a 
higher stress intensity factor in the aluminium layers for all crack lengths, thus the crack 
growth rate is higher. The delamination and crack opening sizes are larger because of 
the load transfer from the strap to the skin.  
 
Intact central straps configuration 
The  intact  central  straps  induce  a  stress  intensity  factor  reduction  in  the  aluminium 
layers  for  all  crack  lengths.  The  titanium  straps  attract  more  load  due  to  their  high 
stiffness  thus  results  in  a  lower  crack  growth  rate.  Between  skin  and  the  straps  a 
debonding phenomenon occurs because of the cyclic shear stress due to the load transfer 
form the skin to the straps. The delamination shape results to be smaller. The crack 
opening at the saw cut tip is more restrained due to the presence of the stiffeners.  8.  Conclusions and future prospects 
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Aluminium specimens 
The  results  of  the  tests  performed  on  monolithic  aluminium  specimens  and  the 
comparison with those relevant to the Glare specimens have pointed out the difference 
in  fatigue  behaviour  between  the  two  materials.  The  crack  growth  rate  reduction 
becomes  more  evident  in  Glare  for  large  crack  lengths.  In  this  situation  the  fibre 
bridging effect becomes the main mechanism which reduces the stress intensity factor 
in the aluminium layers.     
 
 
During the tests of the intact central straps configuration, fatigue failure occurred in 
only one strap, for both loading conditions. Is not clear how much the strap failure 
influenced the strap debonding mechanism, but it is obvious that the configuration was 
not more balanced, thus resulting in a not equal load repartition between the straps. 
 
The measurement techniques provided an accurate definition of the crack opening and 
delamination contours. For each configuration, the crack opening contour was measured 
for different crack size, thus a progressive visualization of the crack opening shape has 
been obtained. The delamination shapes were obtained at the end of each fatigue test. 
After the outer aluminium layer was etched away, it was possible to observe the actual 
delamination shape. 
The investigation of the central strap debonding was carried out in two ways: first, the 
C scan non destructive measurement provided information about the size and the shape 
of the debonded surfaces. Second, the straps were removed manually and the actual 
debonded surfaces were observed and measured. The debonded areas were observed 
directly on the adhesive layers which remained attached to the skin. 
 
 
CRACK CROWTH PREDICTION MODEL 
 
In total, three analytical prediction models have been elaborated on the basis of the 
model developed for flat configurations. The assumptions and the main structure of the 
models reflect those relevant to the model developed by Alderliesten [2]. The main 
analytical challenge was the introduction of the parameters and variables relative to 
each panel configuration and their implementation into the basic model. 
The model of each configuration has been evolved starting from analytical models for 
isotropic materials available in [7]. This methodology allows to treat the aluminium 
layers in Glare as a single monolithic sheet, in which three stress systems are present: 
the far field stress, the fibres bridging stress and the strap stress.  
The bridging stress distribution along the total crack length can be determined when the 
delamination shape and the crack opening contour are known. This bridging stress has 
the highest value near the crack tip and its distribution shape changes with the crack 
growing.  In  the  double  lateral  straps  configuration,  when  the  crack  approaches  the 
stiffener, the bridging stress decreases and the peak in the stress distribution seems to 
disappear. While, in the intact central strap configuration the presence of the central 
straps reduces the bridging stress, especially near the saw cut tip. 
 
The basic analytical model [2] is physically sound as the equations are derived from 
exact stress intensity solutions following a well defined approach and it is accurate and 8.  Conclusions and future prospects 
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already validated with a wide range of experimental data. With these considerations in 
mind it can be concluded that introduction of the new parameters and variables should 
not affect the validity and accuracy of the model. More attention must to be paid with 
regard  to  the  model  describing  the  intact  central  straps  configuration.  The  strap 
debonding  process  is  described  by  a  Paris  type  relation.  A  clear  definition  of  the 
parameters  describing  this  phenomenon  would  require  a  dedicated  experimental 
programme, which did not concern the purpose of the present thesis.  
 
 
8.2  Future prospects 
 
The present work derives from the idea that the basic crack growth prediction model [2] 
has the potential to be extended to other material , geometrical and loading conditions. 
With respect to the stiffened configurations, several field of interest into which the 
model will be extended are mentioned below. 
 
MATERIAL CONDITIONS 
 
The  current  models  developed  for  each  configuration  can  be  extended  for  different 
stiffeners  materials,  such  as  aluminium,  steel  or  FML’s.  The  introduction  of  new 
materials results in a redefinition of the mechanical parameters of each constituent. 
 
 
GEOMETRICAL CONDITIONS 
 
The model can be extended for the following geometrical conditions: 
 
•  Straps with a small crack. The model should be changed in order to describe the 
loss  of  stiffness  due  to  the  propagating  crack  into  the  straps.  For  this 
configuration could be  used straps made of Glare  with high resistance in 0° 
direction, such Glare 2A or Glare 4A. This configuration increases the complex 
of  the  model  because  the  cracked  strap  made  of  Glare  introduces  a  new 
delamination mechanism and a strap debonding. 
 
•  Propagating crack underneath the lateral strap. The configuration with double 
lateral  straps  could  be  extended  in  order  to  describe  the  propagating  crack 
underneath the lateral strap. The model should be modified by the introduction 
of a new part describing the progressive debonding phenomenon between strap 
and skin. 
 
•  Large panel with two or more bays.  The superposition of each model, with 
opportune  modifications,  could  describe  the  behaviour  of  a  large  panel  with 
multiple bays. This extension increases the complexity of the problem because 
of  the  debonding  processes  between  the  skin  and  the  straps  when  the  crack 
propagates underneath the straps. 140 
 
 
Appendix A 
 
Approximate  stress  intensity  factor  solutions  for  cracks  in  finite width  three  layer 
laminates, with the crack located in the middle layer, were derived in [18] on the basis 
of  force balance  between  the  applied  stress  and  the  modified  Westergaard  form  of 
normal stress distribution ahead of the crack tip. This yielded a simple and closed form 
equation for the stress intensity factor that included the effects of the ratio of the moduli 
of the layers and the relative layer thicknesses.  
 
The method is based on the balance of forces between the external stress and the normal 
stress distribution created ahead of the crack in the crack plane. Consider a symmetric 
three layered plate of finite width with a crack located in the middle layer, subject to 
isostrain loading condition, as shown in Figure A.1. 
Following the proceeding described in [18], it is possible to define the approximate 
stress  intensity  factor  solution  for  the  crack  in  the  middle  layer  of  the  three layer 
laminate. 
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It is applicable to all crack lengths, except the case of the crack tip located at the 
interface of the two layers. 
 
 
Figure A.1: A layered center cracked finite width plate under isostrain boundary condition [18]. 
 
Equation A.1 has been used to calculate the SIF induced by the lateral straps in the 
configuration illustrated in Figure A.2 a). Appendix A 
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In order to use the equation A.1, the stiffness of each couple of the four lateral straps 
has  been  recalculated  as  the  stiffness  of  a  lateral  layer  with  thickness  equal  to  the 
laminate thickness. 
 
E
*
st = (Elam  tlam + Est  tst)/  tlam +  tst)                                                                          (A.2) 
 
Equation (A.2) represents the recalculation of the stiffness of the lateral straps as if they 
would be the two lateral layers of a flat specimen made by two different materials.  
Now it is possible to define the Kst, which represents the SIF induced by the lateral 
straps, as following the proceeding below, 
 
Ktip= Kflat + Kst                                                                                                                                                                  (A.3) 
 
where,  Ktip  and  Kflat  denote  the  SIF  of  the  stiffened  configuration  and  of  the  flat 
configuration respectively. The latter one is defined as the sum of Kff and Kbr, which 
represents the SIF induced by the far field stress and the one induced by the bridging 
stress respectively. Equation A.3 can be written as follows, 
 
Ktip= β  Kst                                                                                                                                                                             (A.4) 
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After that Kff and Kbr are calculated for flat panel configuration, it follows the definition 
of Kst. 
  
Kst = (β 1) (Kff + Kbr)                                                                                                   (A.6) 
 
From equation (A.6) it is possible to calculated an approximated value of Kst when the 
crack length a≈W1, because equation (A.6) is not valid for a=W1. The calculated value 
of Kst for a≈W1 represents the Kmax defined in equation (6.24). 
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Appendix B 
 
In this section the main models available in [7] and used into the presented analytical 
prediction model are briefly described. 
 
Table B.1: Tada’s models for infinite sheet made of isotropic and homogenous  material. 
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γ  is the “Gamma Function”, defined in Appendix M of [7]. 
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Appendix C 
 
In this section a brief illustration of the results obtained with different values of Pc and 
Ps is provided. With regard to section 6.5.2, in the following illustrations is Pc=P1 and 
Ps=P2, which represent the percentage of stress distribution along the strap width and 
the percentage of stress distribution along the specimen width respectively. 
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Figure  C.1:  Comparison  between  measured  crack  growth  rate  and  calculated  crack growth  rate  for 
different values of Pc and Ps. Series B1, σlam=120MPa, R=0.05. 
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Figure  C.2:  Comparison  between  measured  crack  growth  rate  and  calculated  crack growth  rate  for 
different values of Pc and Ps. Series B2, σlam=100MPa, R=0.05. Appendix C 
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Figure C.2: Comparison between measured delamination shape and calculated delamination shape for 
different values of Pc and Ps. Series B1, σlam=120MPa, R=0.05 
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Figure C.2: Comparison between measured crack opening shape and calculated crack opening shape for 
different values of Pc and Ps. Series B1, σlam=120MPa, R=0.05 
 
 
From the previous Figures, it is interesting to point out how the different repartition of 
the stress leads to obtain different results. The crack growth rate and the crack opening 
shape seem to change more than the delamination shape with the variation of Pc and Ps.  
However,  the  results  obtained  with  Pc=100%  and  Ps=0%,  which  means  that  it  is 
considered only the stress along the strap width, seem to be acceptable. As already 
shown in section 7.3.1, the best results for this kind of configuration are obtained with 
Pc=70% and Ps=30%. 
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Appendix D 
 
The following proceeding is derived from the model defined by Marissen [5], which 
was  adopted  and  modified  by  Alderliesten  [2]  to  be  applicable  to  the  prepreg 
deformation in Glare. 
The derivation of the adhesive shear deformation is based on the simplified through 
thickness of the whole specimen model of the laminate/adhesive/straps model illustrated 
in Figure D.1. The assumptions are elastic material behaviour, tensile deformations in 
the aluminium only, finite shear stiffness and zero tensile stiffness in the adhesive [5].  
Equilibrium of the forces, tensile  and shear deformations combined with Hooke’s law 
yield  differential  equations  from  which  relations  describing  the  shear  stress  at  the 
laminate/adhesive interface, and as result of that the shear deformation of the adhesive 
are derived. 
 
 
Figure D.1: Illustration of the adhesive shear deformation.  
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Figure D.2: Breakdown of the elements in the thickness direction of the deformed adhesive illustrated in 
Figure D.1 
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Equilibrium  of  the  forces  in  the  straps  and  in  the  laminate  elements  provides  the 
following relation, 
 
; τ − = − =
dx
dP
dx
dP lam st                                                                                                          (D.1) 
 
while the equilibrium over the total thickness implies 
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2 2
P P
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The definition of the deformation together with the Hook’s law provides: 
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For the shear deformation it follows 
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The substitution provides the following expression                                                                                                   
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Combining these equations gives the following differential equations 
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Substitution of equation (D.2) into (D.8) and (D.9) yields two differential equations 
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for which the solutions given by: 
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with the boundary conditions Pst=P/2 and Plam=0 at x=0; 
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Rewriting equations (D.10), it follows 
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where the stiffness parameters Fst, Flam and F are normalized with regard to the strap 
width and are defined as follows 
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The boundary conditions at x=L yield 
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Rewriting equations (D.12), it follows 
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Thus equations (D.13) can be written as 
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These equations satisfy the expressions in equation (D.1) and (D.2). 
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It is possible to define cosh (Φx) and senh (Φx) as follows 
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The above equation can be written as 
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Equation (D.19) represents the adhesive shear stress as function of x. The maximum 
value is obtained for x=0, which corresponds to the debonding boundary.  
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